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Energy consumption rates have steadily increased in both the infrastructural and food production
sectors for the past 2 decades. This thesis presents a unique thermal energy storage (TES) system
and a cryo-electrohydrodynamic (C-EHD) dehydration system to provide ways to reduce today’s
energy demand. The design, numerical simulation, development and analyses of both the TES
and C-EHD systems are detailed in this thesis. A rotational thermal energy storage prototype was
developed to store phase change material (PCM) in different orientations (0°, 45° and 90º) and
analyze its performance during the charging and discharging processes to determine the
thermally efficient orientation. A numerical model was produced using COMSOL Multiphysics®
to examine the effect of C-EHD on the drying rate and energy consumption for different porous
media. The main variables under investigation include, wind velocity, electrode configuration,
applied voltage, and electrode gap. In addition, an experimental prototype was designed and
developed for validation of the numerical simulation. The energy storage and release rates for
space heating was 470.04 W and 414.57 W. The energy storage and release rates for space
cooling was 527.15 W and 501.84 W. For the EHD experiment, it was determined that a wind
velocity of 3.0 m/s produced the fastest evaporation rate of water from the porous media.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background

1.1.1 Thermal Storage
In recent times, there have been increasing energy consumption demands in both developing and
developed countries. It has been reported that the building sector, both domestic and commercial,
is responsible for approximately 40% energy consumption in Europe and 36% of energy
consumption worldwide. Fifty percent of this energy consumption is a result of space heating
and cooling applications. Recent studies have investigated different ways to save energy in space
heating and cooling systems to satisfy the energy consumption demand. Thermal energy storage
(TES) systems are developed to store and release energy efficiently and minimize the disparity
between energy supply and demand. Thermal energy storage can be divided into three energy
storage categories: sensible heat, latent heat, and thermo-chemical. The most common one is
latent heat energy storage systems due to their greater latent heat of fusion compared to sensible
heat and records very small temperature changes during charging and discharging. Latent heat
storage systems are equipped with Phase Change Materials (PCMs). Phase Change Materials
have been used in both hot and cold energy storage as well as a storage media for cooling
applications. Unlike sensible heat storage materials, PCMs absorb and release heat at near
constant temperature. They are available on the market and can be categorized into groups such
as organic (paraffins and non-paraffins), inorganic (salt hydrates) and eutectic (combinations of
organic and inorganic). PCMs are known for their suitable phase-transition temperature, latent
heat of fusion, and good heat transfer properties. However, they have low thermal conductivities
which decreases the efficiency of energy storage and reduces heat transfer rates. Researchers
have developed ways in which heat transfer properties such as thermal conductivity can be
enhanced. These enhancements include, (i) the inclusion of porous media, (ii) metallic fins, (iii)
alterations the geometry of the PCM container and (iv) the inclusion of nanoparticles. The
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purpose of this research would utilize the inclusion of aluminum fins to enhance the thermal
energy storage performance of the fin-tube baseboard convector system.
1.1.2 The Process of Electrohydrodynamics (EHD)
Similarly, food industries utilize immense amounts of energy in the dehydration of food products
using conventional heating techniques such as dielectric heating and oven heating. These
techniques operate at elevated temperatures above 50℃ which have negative impacts on food
products and consume large amounts of energy. The negative influences include reduction in
nutritional content of food products as well as alterations in physical characteristics such as
texture and color. These alterations affect the natural taste and quality of the food product.
Researchers have investigated new techniques to address the problems energy consumption and
food quality improvement. The process of electrohydrodynamics (EHD) is a non-thermal
process, which operates on the use of a high voltage electric fields to aid the evaporation process.
Even though the implementation EHD is a non-thermal process, it is costly and consumes a fair
amount of energy. Improvements to the EHD method would include conducting EHD
dehydration techniques at low temperatures to produce better a quality food and reduce the
energy consumption demand.
To carry out both projects, several numerical simulations and experimental works have been
developed to firstly, examine the energy storage capacity of aluminum fins for both heating and
cooling applications and secondly, observe the effects of cryo-electrohydrodynamics (C-EHD)
dehydration on food products and energy consumption.

1.2

Motives and Objectives

The motivation for the thesis was to firstly design and develop an efficient thermal energy
storage (TES) system that can be used for heating and cooling applications in buildings or acting
as a thermal battery, i.e. storing thermal energy. Secondly, design a model and develop a
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dehydration system that can be used for dehydrating perishable food samples at low temperatures
in the presence of a high electric field based on the principle of electrohydrodynamics (EHD).
The overall objectives of this research include:
i.

Conducting a comprehensive literature review on the status of TES systems and EHD
systems.

ii.

Developing multiple experimental setups to investigate the thermal performance of TES
systems under various operating conditions such as temperature, flow rate, and angular
displacements.

iii.

Develop a multifaceted experimental setup to investigate the performance of high voltage
electric fields on the dehydration process of perishable food samples at low temperatures.

iv.

Develop multiple simulation models using COMSOL Multiphysics® to examine the
effects of corona discharge on the evaporation rate of food samples.

1.3

Scope of Research

This research work is divided into 3 chapters based on the overall objectives. An overview for
each chapter follows.
Chapter 2: Investigation of Phase Change Material Integrated with Fin-Tube Baseboard
Convector for Space Heating.
This chapter presents an experimental investigation on the thermal characteristics of a
rectangular latent heat storage energy system filled with an organic based PCM at multiple
orientations, (0° 45° and 90° orientations) for space heating applications. The PCM used in this
experiment was paraffin wax. A three-phase procedure was performed to observe the melting
and solidification phases of the PCM during the charging and discharging processes,
respectively. Ten thermocouples were incorporated to track the temperature changes during the
3

experiment so that energy storage capacity and release rates could be calculated to compare the
orientations under investigation.
Chapter 3: Investigation of Phase Change Material Integrated with Fin-Tube Baseboard
Convector for Space Cooling.
The purpose of this chapter was to investigate of thermal characteristics of a rectangular latent
heat storage energy system filled with an inorganic based PCM at multiple orientations, (0° 45°
and 90° orientations) for space cooling. The PCM used was Rubitherm 5 High Capacity (RT 5
HC) due to its high latent heat capacity. A four-phase procedure was performed to observe the
solidification and melting phases of the PCM during the discharging and charging processes,
respectively. This paper analyzed the PCM’s storage capacity as well as storage and release rates
comparing each orientation under investigation.
Chapter 4: Cryo-electrohydrodynamic Dehydration for Food Security.
Current drying techniques used in food industries are energy intensive processes that operate at
elevated temperatures and are very costly to maintain. Hence, industries are now exploring
possible alternatives that can reduce energy consumption for thermally sensitive food products.
One such alternative process is electrohydrodynamic (EHD) dehydration, which enhances heat
and mass transfer using high electric field. The purpose of this paper is to develop a numerical
model and evaluate electric (electrode gap and electric potential) and porous media (vapor and
liquid phase concentration) parameters. The results of model showed that a lower electrode gap
would allow for efficient evaporation. On the other hand, the vortex formation due to presence of
air cross-flow can cause evaporation in the opposite direction to that of cross-flow.

1.4

Publication from Present Research

The work presented in this thesis is based on published papers submitted to the respective field
of peer-reviewed international journals. Chapter 2 is under review and chapters 3 and 4 are under
preparation.
4

i.

Rudy Justin David Wong, Manar Al-Jethelah, Ashutosh Singh, Shohel Mahmud,
“Investigation of Phase Change Material Integrated with Fin-Tube Baseboard Convector
for Space Heating,” Energy and Buildings, 2018 (under review Ref:2018_2483).
(Chapter 2)

ii.

Rudy Justin David Wong, Manar Al-Jethelah, Ashutosh Singh, Shohel Mahmud,
“Investigation of Phase Change Material Integrated with Fin-Tube Baseboard Convector
for Space Cooling,” (under preparation, 2018). (Chapter 3)

iii.

Rudy Justin David Wong, Shohel Mahmud, Ashutosh Singh, “Cryoelectrohydrodynamic Dehydration for Food Security,” (Under Preparation). (Chapter 4)
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2 Investigation

of

Phase

Change

Material

with

Fin-Tube

Baseboard Convector for Space Heating
2.1

Introduction

In 2010 Canadian residential sector emitted approximately 68.4 Mt of Greenhouse Gases (GHG),
which accounted for about 14% of all secondary energy-related GHG [1]. CanmetENERGY at
the Natural Resources Canada, demonstrated that energy usage for space heating and/or airconditioning in the household can be reduced by up to 60% using strategically zoned heating and
cooling [2]. Similarly in a study conducted by Mosaffa et al. [3] where the developed model was
used to evaluate the performance of the latent heat thermal storage (LHTS). This model was used
to find the optimum design for free cooling air conditioning at multiple climatic conditions.
It has been suggested that a radiant or convective heating system can play an important role in
the development of an efficient zoned space conditioning systems [4]. Conventional radiant or
convective heating systems are comprised of a boiler, a piping system to distribute hot water, and
a heat emitter. A heat emitter can be of various configurations such as a fin-tube type baseboard
convector or a radiant type which includes embedded tubing in floor or ceiling. Figure 1
illustrates a conventional installation of the radiant/convective heating systems in residential
buildings.
A fin-tube baseboard convector, shortly called ‘ a baseboard heater’ remains popular in Europe’s
residential sector [5]. Unlike Europe, baseboard and radiant heating systems are not widely used
in North America [6]. Nevertheless, the popularity of such systems has increased steadily since
2005 [6]. Baseboard heaters provide several advantages such as easy installation, compact
design, quiet operation, and clean air circulation in comparison to central forced-air system, and
zoned space heating [5]. Several research studies have been performed to investigate
performances of various heat emitters [4], [5].
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Figure 1: Conventional radiant/convective heating/cooling system for buildings (drawing not to
scale).
Tian and Love [7] investigated multi-floor radiant slab cooling-system using building energy
simulations, field measurements of energy uses, and meteorological data. The authors observed
that a typical radiant floor could reduce annual energy use by 80% compared to existing building
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Although the typical radiant floor
should be combined with low building envelope losses, better control of solar gains, and outdoor
air system combined with exhaust air heat recovery and evaporative cooling system [7].
Bojic et al. [8] investigated four different panel heating systems: floor, wall, ceiling, and floorceiling using hot water supplied by the natural gas boiler using the EnergyPlus simulation
software. The authors’ simulation results showed that floor-ceiling heating system has the best
performance in terms of, operation costs, energy consumption, and destroyed energy.
Nevertheless, all four-panel heating systems demonstrated higher energy loss, which suggests the
use of either waste heat or alternative energy sources [8]. Bojic et al. [9] simulated newlydeveloped configuration of floor-ceiling radiant panels with floor, wall, and ceiling radiant
panels using different heat sources such as natural gas boiler, Ground Source Heat Pump
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(GSHP), and GSHP with Solar photovoltaic (PV) panels. The simulation results demonstrated
that newly-developed floor-ceiling panels performed the best among all panels and GSHP with
PV reduce the use of fossil fuel based electricity [9].
Marcos-Meson et al. [10] developed a Finite Element Model of embedded hydronic thermally
active surfaces in combination with a Response Surface Method [10]. The study revealed the
importance of pipe-panel thermal contact resistance and suggested the use of highly conductive
concrete in embedded hydronic systems [10]. Lianzhong and Zaheeruddin [11] developed a
dynamic model of the hot water baseboard heating system considering air density and velocity
through finned-tube. Results show that inlet water temperature at 90 °C and a water flow rate of
0.0358 kg s-1, zone air temperature reached 24.09 °C in one hour and attained steady-state in 1.6
hours. A study conducted Ploskic and Holmberg [12] investigated the performance of hydronic
baseboard heating system combined with an integrated air supply. Analytical modeling and
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) results showed that cold air can be pre-heated to room
temperature using the baseboard heating system. Results showed that cold air with a temperature
-6 °C to -12 °C and flow rate of 10 l/s can be preheated to room temperature with hot water
having a temperature between 50 °C to 55 °C [12]. Ploskic and Holmberg [13] also evaluated the
performance of radiant baseboard heaters for room heating, using analytical modeling and
experiments. Results provided a heat output equation, per unit length of the baseboard, for all
baseboard heights (100-200 mm) and water temperatures (9-60 °C). Additionally, results showed
that radiant baseboard heaters should not be used with small wall perimeter and high heating
demand [13].
Hesaraki et al. [14] investigated the performance of a conventional radiator, ventilation radiator,
and floor heating with a medium, low, and very low-temperature supply, respectively. Results
showed that higher efficiency and energy savings can be achieved by decreasing supply
temperature to a heating system. In terms of energy savings, low and very low-temperature
supply heating systems saved energy by 17 to 22% in comparison to a medium temperature
heating system [14]. Additionally, researchers have employed different measures to improve the
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performance of hydronic heating systems. A study carried out by Rhee et al. [15] proposed
individual room control for radiant floor heating system. Anastaselos et al. [16] performed a
thorough Life Cycle Analysis with energy, economic, and environmental criteria to improve the
energy behavior of residential buildings, and Argiriou et al. [17] employed a neural network
controlling method for a hydronic heating system to improve thermal performance.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, an investigation of PCM filled fin-tube type baseboard heater
testing multiple orientations is limited. Thermal energy is usually stored in PCMs via heat of
vaporization or heat of fusion, with the latter being the most common method used today [18].
PCMs allow for a great amount of energy to be stored in a small volume; this aids in cost
reduction of possible storage concepts [18]. PCMs can be classified as either organic or
inorganic substances based on latent heat of fusion and individual melting point. Unfortunately,
no PCM retains all the required properties necessary for an ideal thermal-storage media.
Therefore, additional materials can be added to compensate for physical property short comings,
such as metallic fins to increase the thermal conductivity of the PCM and greater uniformity in
the heating process [19]. Organic PMCs, such as paraffin, are materials that undergo congruent
melting, meaning that there was no segregation upon melting and freezing [19]. Paraffin wax as
an organic PCM is chemically stable, inexpensive, non-corrosive, non-toxic and high latent heat
per weight [20]. However, some poor characteristics of paraffin wax include low thermal
conductivity and moderate flammability. However, the wax can be modified to reduce or
potentially eliminate these characteristics [20]. There are different forms energy which can be
stored and include, but not limited to, mechanical, electrical and thermal [21]. The addition of
the PCMs in such structures allow for greater thermal fluidity of thermal release or absorption
[21].
In 2002, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) observed that buildings
accounted for 33% of the global greenhouse gas emissions and will continue to grow rapidly if
not managed [22]. PCMs have been utilized as thermal energy storage systems in buildings since
the 1980’s, typically embedded in gypsum board, concrete or as a covering material. In a study
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performed by Kuznik et al. [23] a light weight wall was tested containing 5 mm of PCM,
resulting in an available energy storage twice that of the regular wall. Other studies have used
varying methods of metal foam and fin tube incorporated into PCM modules to reduce the
melting time [24], [25].
A study conducted by Soares et al. [26] investigated the effect of heat transfer of vertical stacks
of rectangular cavities during the charging (melting) and discharging (solidification) process.
The charging process occurs when energy is transferred from the working fluid to the PCM, thus
charging the PCM with energy. The discharging process occurs when energy is transferred from
the PCM to the working fluid, thus discharging the system. The researchers used
microencapsulated PCM and free-form paraffin wax, where conduction was more prominent
than natural convection. Similarly, a study conducted by Longeon et al. [27] where, during the
charging mode natural convection played a more pivotal role. For both heat transfer fluid (HTF)
injections PCM first melts at the top of the heat exchanger so that natural convection flow
transports the heat along the inner tube [27]. During discharging the solidification front remains
isothermal. For the discharging process, sub-cooling played a prominent role in solidification of
the PCM. The authors concluded that free-form of PCM was the more attractive option to be
used in systems to enhance thermal-regulation periods for infrastructure [26]. A study conducted
by Mosaffa et al. [28] showed that the HTF temperature on the PCM solid fraction show the
reduction in total solidification time due to the decrease in the temperature of HTF is significant.
Some studies have looked at altering the fin configuration and the type of PCM to be used, such
as free-form PCM and microencapsulated PCM or infrastructural specific applications. Soares et
al. [29] concluded that the greater the number of fins the lower the volume of PCM which
resulted in a reduced storage capacity of during charging and discharging cycle. However,
Hosseini et al. [30] determined that higher number of fins leads to more symmetric heating,
while one study by Caron-Soupart et al. [31] suggested the implementation of fins increased heat
exchange power by a factor of 10. A study completed by Sciacovelli et al. [32] determined that
fin types can have 24% increase in system efficiency. Studies suggested that the fin type
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(rectangular or concentric) and interspatial fin distance which enhance the heat transfer process
[32],[33]. A study by Grarebaghi et al. [33] suggested that the heat transfer rate increased as
much as 80 times by adding fin arrays into PCM module. Studies have recommended that
concentric fins allows for continuous volume expansion, shrinkage of the PCM and greater
results for latent heat efficiencies for heat transfer properties [34],[35]. However a study
conducted by Kubothh et al. [37] demonstrated that the HTF temperatures showed that an
uneven distributions of fins could induce a more uniform discharge.
It would be necessary to view the effect of orientations on the thermal energy storage systems
during the charging and discharging cycles for different building applications. Despite recent
studies suggesting use of PCM as an organic thermal energy storage system used in the
enhancement of heating and cooling processes, there are limited studies indicating the thermal
efficiency based on the examination of multiple orientations of the fin-tube baseboard heater. To
the authors’ knowledge, current literatures have undertaken experimentation for either the
vertical or horizontal orientation but comparison to a 45° angular orientation has not been
studied. Hence, this study investigated the efficiency of the charging and discharging process for
three orientations for a thermal energy storage system. The three orientations observed were the
angled (45°), vertical (90°), and horizontal (0°) orientations with an interspatial fin distance of
2.5cm. Graphical analysis of melting and solidification processes was used to compare each
orientation. An image capture system was used to further illustrate the melting and solidification
process of the PCM at a specified temperature and orientation.

2.2

Experimental Work

In this section, a detailed description of the fin tube baseboard convector space heater (FBC-SH)
system, experimental set-up and the experimental procedure are presented. To properly account
for any errors, an uncertainty analysis was performed on the experimental equipment.
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2.2.1 FBC-SH Prototype
A prototype was designed based on specific components such as a FBC-SH chamber, fin-tube
baseboard convector with aluminum fin configuration, inlet and outlet stations as well as
thermocouple placement as seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Schematic of FBC-SH prototype showing the fin-tube baseboard convector with its
aluminum fin configuration, the inlet and outlet for the flow of deionized water through a copper
pipe, the FBC-SH chamber made from acrylic glass and placement of 6 thermocouples (TC 1 to
6).
The orientations under investigation for the FBC-SH unit can be seen in Fig. 3. The FBC-SH
chamber that housed the fin tube baseboard element (FBC-E) was made from 4 rectangular
pieces of 2.54 cm thick acrylic glass (supplier: McMaster Carr) with dimensions of 53.34 cm in
length, 10.16 cm in width, and 2 square pieces of 10.16 cm × 10.16 cm, 2.54 cm thick acrylic
glass. Holes of diameter 2.4cm were made in the 2 square pieces and slid onto either end of the
FBC-E. The FBC-E was comprised of a copper pipe 66.04 cm in length and 2.31 cm in outer
diameter. Along the length of the copper pipe multiple 0.64 cm rectangular aluminum fins of
dimensions 8.89 cm in length and 7.62 cm in width were attached. All fins are made of
aluminum which extend outwards from the pipe leaving a 0.635 cm gap between them and the
container wall. The copper pipe provided a channel to transport the working fluid, while the
aluminum fins provided an enhancement of heat transfer during the charging and discharging
processes. The three rectangular pieces and two square pieces were glued together using concrete
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epoxy (supplier: Home Depot) to create the chamber. The last of the rectangular piece was used
as a removable lid. This face was secured by 8 screws being fastened into the edges of open face
on the FBC-SH chamber. The removable transparent face was lifted and fixed volume of PCM
was added to the chamber and view the melting/solidification process of the PCM during the
charging and discharging processes, respectively. To prevent leaking of PCM, during the
charging process, either ends of the square faces holding the copper pipe was sealed with
silicone. The top of the chamber contained a small pressure release mechanism while the
removable lid had a fluid sealant (Supplier: DuPont Krytox) on the edge of the open face of the
chamber. The FBC-SH chamber holder was designed using aluminum extrusions (supplier:
McMaster Carr) that can be rotated to obtain the three tested orientations. A total of 6 holes of
size 0.03 cm were made on the FBC-SH chamber. On the top face there are holes on both ends
and one in the middle similar to the bottom face on the bottom face seen in Fig. 3(d). Through
these holes, K-type thermocouples (OMEGA model: 5TC-TT-K-30-36) of dimensions 0.025
mm, were placed and secured via non-thermal glue. The thermocouples were used to record the
changes in temperature during the charging and discharging process. To prevent heat loss to the
environment the FBC-SH chamber was insulated with 1.27 cm thick extruded polystyrene rigid
insulation (supplier: Home Depot) around all five glued faces.
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Figure 3: 2-D rendering of FBC-SH prototype in (a) horizontal orientation (0°), (b) angled
orientation (45°), (c) vertical orientation (90°) and (d) top view with thermocouple placement.
The inlet is to the top and the outlet is to the bottom of the FBC-SH prototype
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2.2.2 Phase Change Material
Paraffin wax was chosen as the PCM for this experiment because of its nontoxicity, availability
and accessibility in local convenient stores. Paraffin wax could be purchased at a reasonable cost
(CAD$8/kg for non-bulk quantities), possesses non-corrosive behavior and stable thermal
properties during thermal cycling. The melting temperature range for paraffin wax was found to
be between 41ºC-55ºC [38] which was a desired temperature range for both residential and
industrial applications. Residential applications include washing laundry and dishes whereas
industrial process included food dehydration [39]. The amount of PCM used in the experiment to
fill the FBC-SH prototype was 1.08 kg. Table 1 outlines the thermophysical properties of
paraffin wax [40].
Table 1: Thermophysical properties of paraffin wax adopted from Ettouney et al. [40]
Physical Property

Paraffin Wax (PCM)

Melting temperature (°C)

52.00

Latent heat, (kJ/kg)

210.00

Solid density, (kg/m3)

860.00

Liquid density, (kg/m3)

780.00

Specific heat (kJ/kg °C)

2.90 (solid)
2.10 (liquid)

Thermal conductivity (W/m °C)

0.25 (solid)
0.15 (liquid)

Viscosity, (kg/m.s)

0.21
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2.2.3 Experimental Setup
A schematic diagram of the experimental set up is presented in Fig. 4. The experimental setup
consisted of a constant temperature re-circulator (CTR) (Cole-Palmer Polystat model:
CR250WU), a flow meter (Blue White Industries model: RT-375MI-LPMZ), the FBC-SH
system, piping network, a room simulator made from extruded polystyrene rigid insulation
(supplier: Home Depot), and the data acquisition (DAQ) system from National Instrument (NI
9213).

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for FBC-SH system consisting of the
FBC-SH prototype, the insulated piping network controlled by 5 flow valves (FV 1 to 5), 16
channel DAQ system, six K-type thermocouple configurations (TC 1 to 6), a constant
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temperature re-circulator (CTR), data display (computer) and the room simulator consisting of a
radiator fan.
The CTR was responsible for circulating deionized water (HTF) at a specified temperature
throughout the FBC-SH system. The flow meter was used to record the flow rate of HTF through
the system. The piping network supported the flow of HTF and was created from 0.635cm
polyethylene pipe (supplier Home Hardware) and controlled by 5 separate flow valves (FV) as
shown in Fig. 4. The piping network was created as a closed loop system to be used in three
phases. The room simulator of dimensions of 60.96cm in length, 60.96cm in width and 66.04cm
in height was used during the discharging phase of the experiment. The HTF was transported
through the copper pipe which also acted as a heat transfer medium due to its high thermal
conductivity.
2.2.4 Experimental Procedure
The experiment was conducted in three separate phases. The first phased included heating the
HTF separately, the second phase allowed for the charging process and the third phase allowed
for the discharging process. Before the charging phase began, the CTR was pre-heated to 70°C
and the second CTR connected in parallel to the first would be pre-cooled to 20°C. The first
phase (P1) of the experiment allowed the HTF to be heated to 70°C. This was done by opening
flow valve (FV1) while shutting off all remaining valves. This step was important to maintain for
avoiding premature melting of the PCM. The HTF was circulated in a small closed loop piping
network until the HTF attained the desired temperature. Phase 2 (P2) of the experiment involved
the heated HTF being circulated from the outlet of the CTR, through the FBC-SH system, and
into the inlet of the CTR commencing the charging process until all the PCM was melted. This
was done by having FV1 turned off while FV2 and FV4 were opened. Once all the PCM had
melted the discharging process began with HTF at 20°C being circulated from the outlet of the
CTR, through the FBC-SH chamber, into the simulated room (approximately 21°C) and back to
the inlet of the CTR. This was completed by having FV1 and FV4 were closed while FV2, FV3
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and FV5 were opened. In the vertical and angled orientation cases, the HTF (i.e., HTF) enters
through the top of the central copper pipe of the FBC-SH prototype.
As for the horizontal orientation case, the HTF flows from left to right. A digital camera (model:
Canon EOS Rebel T5i) was used to capture images in order to observe the progression of
melting and solidification processes during the charging and discharging processes, respectively.
This process continued until all the PCM solidified. In this study, 10 K-type thermocouples
(OMEGA model: 5TC-TT-K-30-36) were connected to a National Instrument 16-channel
thermocouple module (NI 9213) data acquisition (DAQ) system. The DAQ system was
connected and inserted into a NI USB carrier (NI USB-9162) which was connected to the
computer via a USB port. The software LabView was used to record the temperatures changes at
10 second intervals. Once all the temperatures have been documented, the data was exported as
an excel file for further processing. Both the discharging and charging experiments were
designed to be easily repeatable, so that temperature profiles for various orientations with
identical experimental parameters can be observed. The melting profiles can be seen from the
results and discussion section.

2.3

Results and Discussion

Experiments were performed for the vertical, horizontal, and angled orientations of the FBC-SH
chamber to observe the effects of charging and discharging on the FBC-SH system. The energy
storage and release rates of the PCM are further discussed.
2.3.1 Energy Storage and Release Model
After completing the experiment for each orientation (Sections 3.3 to 3.6), the energy storage
rate for the PCM during the charging phase and energy release rate during the discharging stage
were calculated using the following equations:

Q w  Q PCM
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(1)

Where, Q w is the rate of energy carried by water and Q PCM is the rate of energy absorbed or
released by the PCM. To confirm the energy storage calculations, the experimental values were
compared against the theoretical energy storage capacity of the PCM using Eq. 2.

For charging: m w c p w Tw,in  Tw,out   m PCM

1  c p s Tm  Ti , s   h sf  c pl T f ,l  Tm 


x
t


For discharging: m w c p w Tw,out  Tw,in   m PCM

1  c p s Tm  Ti ,l   h sf  c pl T f , s  Tm 


x
t


(2a)

(2b)

where m w is the mass flow rate of water, c pw is the specific heat capacity of water, Tw ,in is the
water inlet temperature, Tw ,out is the water outlet temperature, mPCM is the mass of the PCM,

c ps specific heat of the PCM in solid state, c pl specific heat of the PCM in liquid state, hsf is the
heat of fusion of the PCM, Tm is the melting temperature of the PCM, Ti is the initial temperature
of the PCM, T f is the final temperature of the PCM, t is the time difference between two
consecutive readings in second and

1
, is the melt fraction. The temperature readings of the
x

PCM are taken from thermocouple 5 (TC 5) as it was assumed that TC 5 gave the most accurate
indication to the end of melting or solidification.
The volumetric flow rate of HTF was observed to be 4L/min and that was converted into a mass
flow rate of 0.0651 kg/s during charging (70°C) and 0.0665 kg/s during discharging (20°C). The
difference in the flow rate came about due to the difference in the density of water at different
temperatures. The temperature difference between the inlet and outlet during the charging and
discharging process was found to be approximately 2.4°C and 2.3°C respectively. The thermal
energy absorption rate (Table 2) of the PCM during charging and the thermal energy release rate
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(Table 3) during discharging of the PCM were calculated using the slopes of the plots for each
orientation.
The percentage difference for the energy storage and energy release rates for all three
orientations were calculated as follows:

D 
% Difference   x   100

 Qw 

(3)

Where, D x is the charging difference between water and PCM energy storage and release rates
(Tables 2 and 3) when compared to the supplied or absorbed thermal energy by water, and Q w is
the energy storage or release rate of water.
2.3.2 Energy Loss Model
The following equations [41] are used to calculate the thermal energy loss for the FBC-SH
system.

Q loss  h A Tsur  T 

(4)

Where, Q loss is the energy that is lost during charging or discharging, A is the surface area, and
h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, which can be calculated from the following

equation:

 k 
h    Nu
 Lc 
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(5)

Where, Nu is the Nusselt number, Lc is the characteristic length, k is the thermal conductivity.
Nu for a plate at the vertical, horizontal and angled orientations can be determined from the

equations given below [41]:

(6a)

1
4
L

Vertical orientation: Nu  0.59Ra

1
4
L

Horizontal orientation (upper surface of a hot plate): Nu  0.54Ra

1

Horizontal orientation (lower surface of a hot plate): Nu  0.27 RaL4
Angled orientation: Nu  0.59Ra cos  L4 , where  =45°

(6b)
(6c)

1

(6d)

The Rayleigh number ( Ra L ) can be defined as:

g (Tsur  T ) L3c
RaL  Gr Pr 
v

(7)

where, Ra L is the Raleigh number, Gr is the Grashof number and Pr is the Prandtl number, g is
the gravitational acceleration ,  is the coefficient of volume expansion (1/K), Tsur is the
temperature of the surface, T is the ambient temperature, Lc is the characteristic length, v is
the kinematic viscosity and  is the thermal diffusivity.
The heat losses through the container walls were calculated by fully charging the system and
calculating the additional energy required to maintain the system. The heat loss calculations
represent an unfavorable scenario. The system was fully charged to 70°C and readings recorded
every 10s. The heat losses through the container wall varied for each orientation. Because there
is no heat losses when the system is at room temperature, the heat losses are assumed to be linear
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throughout the experiment. Eq. 8 shows the linear equation used to calculate these thermal losses
[42].

Q loss 

Q loss , max
70  Tamb

TPCM

 Tamb 

(8)

where, Q loss , max , is the maximum heat loss as seen in Tables 2 and 3, TPCM , is the average
temperature of the PCM and Tamb is the ambient room temperature.
To calculate the total energy over the entire melting and solidification period the following
integration summation is used:

t

E   Q dt
0

(9a)

where, E , is the energy stored or released during charging and discharging respectively, Q is
the power during charging or discharging process, t is the time in seconds.
2.3.3 Experimental Phases
In this section, a comparison between charging and discharging experiments for the vertical,
angled, and horizontal orientations have been discussed. Figures 5, 8 and 11 all contain a red line
which indicates the ending of the charging phase and the beginning of the discharging phase.
2.3.4 Charging and Discharging Experiment
For each charging experiment, the initial temperature of the PCM was set to 21ºC. The HTF was
heated using a CTR heater until the desired temperature of 70ºC. The flow rate of the HTF was
kept constant at 4L/min through the FBC-SH. The used PCM was a commercial grade paraffin
wax which was assumed to be a non- pure substance giving a melting temperature of 56ºC. The
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time for total melting would be different based on each orientation, however for calculation
purposes each charging experiment was carried out for 4500 s.
HTF at a temperature of 23ºC and a flow rate of 4L/min was used during the discharging phase
of the experiment. The discharging experiments began immediately at the end of the charging
experiment. The discharging experiment began at 23ºC as this was the maximum temperature
that the pump of the CTR can be operated without activating the heating element. Room
temperature HTF can be used as a medium to remove the thermal energy from PCM as it can be
a cost-effective method by eliminating the use of chillers to cool the HTF. The time for total
solidification would be different based on each orientation, however for calculation purposes
each discharging experiment was carried out for 3500 s.
2.3.5 Charging and Discharging Experiment at Vertical Orientation (90°)
This section discussed the charging and discharging experiments for the vertical orientation case.
2.3.5.1 Charging experiment at vertical orientation
Figure 5 shows the temperature during both charging and discharging processes inside the PCM
at 6 selected locations, the room simulator, and the inlet and outlet of the pipe HTF. The flow
orientation of the working fluid in the vertical orientation was from top to bottom. At the early
stage of charging process, the temperature of the solid PCM, in contact with the copper pipe and
finned surfaces, increases sensibly to the melting temperature of the PCM. The sensible heating
in this stage is indicated through the nearly linear trend of the PCM temperature with time. The
linear trend of the temperature corresponds to the domination of conduction heat transfer at the
early stage of charging process. A slight discrepancy between the transient temperatures profiles
occur due to the larger thermal resistance away from the copper pipe. As temperatures of the 6
selected locations approach the melting temperature of the PCM, the slopes of the temperaturetime curves flatten out due to the start and ongoing latent heat transfer. Subsequently,
temperatures at these locations increase and approach the HTF temperature.
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Figure 5: Charging and discharging phase for vertical orientation (90°).
Figure 6 presents 8 selected images of FBC-SH prototype at vertical orientation captured during
the charging experiment. These images show the melting progression throughout the entire
charging stage.
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Figure 6: Melting profile during charging process for vertical orientation at 420s intervals.
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A 420 second (7 min.) time interval is selected to capture various stages of melting regimes
dominated by different modes of heat transfer (i.e., conduction, convection, and transition
between conduction and convection). The temperature difference between the PCM and the HTF
at the inlet immediately initiates thermal energy transfer from the HTF to the PCM. As the
charging process continued, temperature of the PCM in all locations will increase due to the
continuous heat transfer at the pipe wall and an initial layer of liquid PCM will appear at the
outer surface of the copper pipe and subsequently at the surfaces of aluminum fins. The liquid
PCM layer may remain stationary for a small period close to the copper pipe wall and inside
space between two consecutive fins. This stationary liquid layer may slightly increase the
thermal resistance due to the lower thermal conductivity of the PCM at liquid stage. Therefore,
the melting rate may reduce until the onset of natural convection in the liquid layer. As charging
process continued, the warmer liquid PCM layer, having temperature well above the melting
point, will be pushed outward into the gap space between the fin and the outer wall of the FBCSH chamber and move in the upward direction due to the buoyancy force. Therefore, at the upper
part of the FBC-SH prototype, more liquid PCM appears due to the simultaneous effect the warm
liquid PCM and heat transfer through finned surfaces. This liquid PCM layer will grow as the
charging process continued which can be seen in Fig. 6 by observing the continuous growth of
the U-shaped liquid layer as time increases. However, conduction remains as a dominated heat
transfer mode inside the solid PCM layers at the bottom part and at side walls of the FBC-SH
prototype. Most of the PCM inside the FBC-SH system becomes liquid at or close to the HTF
temperature except a small amount of solid PCM at the bottom and at the side walls. The total
melting time was 3500 s as seen in Fig. 5.
2.3.5.2 Discharging experiment at vertical orientation
As the cold HTF passes through the copper pipe, it absorbs the thermal energy from the hot
liquid PCM. The flow orientation of the working fluid in the vertical orientation was from top to
bottom. The temperature of the liquid PCM gradually and sensibly reduces, as shown in the
second part of Fig. 5. Figure 5 illustrates that the discharging phase is slower when compared to
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the charging phase. During the solidification of the PCM, the low thermal conductivity, caused
thermal resistance preventing heat being transferred as quickly as it can be absorbed by the PCM.
This thermal resistance was the reason for the reduced influence of natural convection during
solidification, while sub-cooling became a more prominent function in discharging upon arriving
at steady state. The plateau seen in Figure 5 demonstrates that steady state has been achieved as
the all the PCM becomes solidified. It was observed from Fig. 7 that the PCM starts to solidify
once its temperature reaches below the melting point. The first layer of solid PCM will appear at
the surface of the pipe as can be seen from the image at 240 s as the discharging process
continued, the solid layer of PCM will grow (see Fig. 7 image at 840 s) and subsequently the
PCM solidified at the surface of the fins as can be seen in Fig.7 the images at 720 s. As the
discharging phase advanced, a greater volume of PCM is solidified. Movement of the remaining
liquid PCM will be blocked by the continuously growing solid PCM. Therefore, natural
convection will be less dominating during the discharging process. Because of the dominance of
conduction, growth of the solid PCM appears to be more uniform than the grown of the liquid
PCM during the charging process as seen in Fig.7. The total solidification time was 3000 s as
seen in Fig. 5
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Time = 240s

Time = 480s

Time = 720s

Time = 960s

Time = 1200s Time = 1440s

Time = 1680s

Time = 1920s

Figure 7: Solidification profile during discharging process for vertical orientation at 240s
intervals.
2.3.6 Charging and discharging experiment at horizontal orientation (0°)
This section discussed the charging and discharging experiments for the horizontal orientation.
2.3.6.1 Charging experiment horizontal orientation
Like the vertical orientation experiment the temperature of the PCM surrounding fin and copper
pipe surface increases sensibly at the beginning of the charging phase, as shown in Fig 8. Figure
8 shows that the upper region of the FBC-SH chamber undergoes melting at a faster rate
compared to the lower region. The flow orientation of the working fluid in the horizontal
orientation was from left to right.
Although melting occurs at 56°C the temperature profiles seen in Fig. 8 begin to level off after
52.5°C. This occurs as a greater amount of energy is required to cause melting compared to the
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lesser amount of energy required to raise the temperature of the liquid PCM after melting is
completed. A study conducted by Murray and Groulx [42], the inlet and outlet temperatures
varied by 1.8°C meaning that there is decrease in temperature of the HTF between entrance and
exit of the FBC-SH system. This demonstrates the effect of natural convection over the height of
the FBC-SH chamber.
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Figure 8: Charging and discharging phase vs time for horizontal orientation (0°).
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Experimentally obtained images during the melting process of the PCM in the horizontal
orientation are presented in Fig. 9.

Time = 300s

Time = 600s

Time = 900s

Time = 1200s

Time = 1500s

Time = 2000s

Time = 2500s

30

Time = 3000s
Figure 9: Melting profile during charging process for horizontal orientation at 300s intervals.
The parameters for the horizontal experiment are the same as previously mentioned in section
3.4.1 with exception of the flow direction of the HTF moving from left to right as opposed to the
flow directional from top to bottom as stated for the vertical orientation. The directional flow of
the HTF in the horizontal orientation will allow for a more even distribution of thermal energy to
be absorbed by the PCM during the charging process. The initial temperature difference between
the PCM and the HTF immediately begins the melting process. Heat from the HTF transferred to
the central pipe and fins initiating the melting of the PCM. Melting begins at the surface of the
pipe and fins uniformly where conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer. This results in
the formation of a thin layer of liquid PCM between heat transfer surfaces (i.e., copper pipe and
fins) and solid PCM. As time advances, solid PCM falls due to gravity in the upper part of the
FBC-SH chamber and make good thermal contact resulting in lower thermal resistances;
however, solid PCM also falls in the lower part but away from the pipe resulting in more liquid
PCM remaining close to the pipe causing more thermal resistance to occur. During the charging
phase melting occurs faster at the top of the FBC-SH chamber because natural convection at the
top is stronger compared to the bottom part of the chamber. This can be seen in Fig. 9.
Eventually all the PCM will be melted as time advances, which can be seen on the temperature
profile in Fig. 8. While moving upwards the heated PCM enhances the melting process of the
solidified PCM causing an increase in melting rate. In the lower region of the FBC-SH chamber
the pattern in the melting process closely follows that seen in the vertical orientation. The total
melting time for 0° orientation was 3000 s as seen in Fig. 8.
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2.3.6.2 Discharging experiment horizontal orientation
From Fig. 8, it can be concluded that natural convection plays a reduced role during the
solidification process where the plateaus demonstrates the isothermal operations of PCM during
phase transitions. The flow orientation of the working fluid in the horizontal orientation was
from left to right. Murray and Groulx [42], observed a similar phenomenon, where the
solidification temperature is lower than melting temperature due to the effects of sub-cooling
required for nucleation.
Figure 10 illustrates that conduction dominates the solidification process for the same reasons
expressed for the vertical orientation in section 3.4.2 above.

Time = 210s

Time = 420s

Time = 630s

Time = 840s

Time = 1050s
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Time = 1260s

Time = 1470s

Time = 1680s
Figure 10: Solidification profile during discharging process for horizontal orientation at 210s
intervals.
Heat from the PCM was transferred to fins and central pipe and essentially to the HTF, initiating
the solidification of the PCM. Solidification begins from the surface, as the solidified PCM
touches the surface of the fins and central pipe creating less thermal resistance. As the
discharging process continues the solidification of the PCM suppresses the effect of natural
convection for the narrowness of the fluid gap. Solidification begins at the surface of the pipe
and fins uniformly where conduction remains as a dominant mode of heat transfer. This results in
the formation of a thin layer of solid PCM between copper pipe and liquid PCM, therefore
resulting in more uniformity compared to melting. Based on the change in the orientation of the
FBC-SH chamber, it was observed that there is greater uniformity during the discharging phase
of the experiment. The total solidification time for the horizontal orientation was 2000 s as seen
in Fig. 8.
2.3.7 Charging and discharging experiment at angled orientation (45°)
This section discussed the charging and discharging experiments for the angled orientation.
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2.3.7.1 Charging experiment at angled orientation
Figure 11 shows the transient temperature variations at 6 selected locations inside the PCM, the
room simulator, and the inlet and outlet HTF.
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Figure 11: Charging and discharging phase for angled orientation (45°).
The same trend in the vertical and horizontal orientations is observed in the angled orientation.
Figure 12 presents 6 selected images of FBC-SH prototype at angled orientation captured during
the charging melting experiment. The flow orientation of the working fluid is similar to the
vertical orientation.
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Time = 390s

Time = 780s

Time = 1170s

Time = 1560s

Time = 1950s

Time = 2340s

Figure 12: Solidification profile during discharging process for angled orientation at 240s
intervals.
In the angled orientation a combined effect between the vertical and horizontal orientations
account for the melting profile observed in Fig. 12. The same physics for the melting profile
occur where the top part melts faster than the bottom part of the FBC-SH chamber as natural
convection is stronger at the top than at the base. The melting profile for the angled orientation
would therefore be faster than the vertical orientation but slower than the horizontal orientation.
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The reason for the melting profile can be accounted for as the same reasons expressed for the
vertical orientation. The total melting time was 3250 s as seen in Fig. 11.
2.3.7.2 Discharging experiment at angled orientation
Figure 13, presents 6 selected images of FBC-SH prototype at angled orientation captured during
the discharging experiment. The flow orientation of the working fluid is similar to the vertical.

Time = 240s

Time = 480s

Time = 720s

Time = 960s

Time = 1200s

Time = 1440s

Figure 13: Solidification profile during discharging process for angled orientation at 240s
intervals.
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The solidification profile also follows the similar trend as the melting profile being a combined
effect between the vertical and horizontal orientation. Similar results were recorded by Soares et
al.[26], solidification begins on every solid wall (i.e. external copper pipe and fin surfaces) and
progress towards the central zone for both the upper and lower region of the FBC-SH chamber.
This results in the liquid PCM being trapped in a gradually shrinking cavity reducing the effect
of natural convection. Similar to the solidification profile of the other orientations, in the angled
orientation shows greater uniformity compared to the melting profile. Figure 11 shows the effect
of sub-cooling, where the temperature of the PCM is decreased causing a delay in the
solidification process and reducing the solidification temperature as previously expressed in
section 3.5.2. The total solidification time was 2500 s as seen in Fig. 11.
2.3.8 Energy stored and released rates for PCM
Tables 2 and 3 show the average rate of energy stored and released for charging and discharging
experiments respectively.
Table 2: Results during charging experiment.
Experimental Variables

Horizontal

Angled

Vertical

Average Rate of Heat supplied by water, Q w (W)

499.68

442.34

436.88

Average Charging Rate for PCM, Q PCM (W)

474.04

415.15

400.54

Charging difference between water and PCM (W)

25.64

27.19

36.34

%Difference Charging

5.13

5.44

7.27

Energy Loss Charging Rate (W)

15.42

14.24

17.79

Table 3: Results during discharging experiment.
Experimental Variables

Horizontal
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Angled

Vertical

Average Rate of Heat removed by water, Q w (W)

468.27

426.95

418.69

Average Discharging Rate for PCM, Q PCM (W)

414.57

389.93

380.71

Discharging Difference between water and PCM (W)

53.69

37.02

37.99

%Difference Discharging

5.48

5.81

7.77

Energy Loss Discharging Rate (W)

4.11

4.67

4.86

The average rate of heat transfer during the charging and discharging is calculated by the
summation of the energy absorbed/released with time during the melting or solidification process
respectively. The horizontal orientation absorbed the most heat, 474.04W, when compared to the
angled, 415.15W, and vertical, 400.54W, orientations. It can be claimed that the horizontal
orientation provides the best support for a more favorable release of thermal energy compared to
the angled and vertical orientations. The highest heat loss during the charging experiment was
calculated from the vertical orientation, 17.79W, due to a greater amount of thermal energy
accumulated towards the upper part of the FBC-SH chamber. The heat distribution along the
FBC-SH chamber for the vertical orientation was not uniform. The horizontal orientation
provided a more uniform heat distribution, while the angular orientation was in between the two
aforementioned orientations. An anomaly found was that the angled orientation had the lowest
energy loss during charging which can be owed to possible fluctuations in the ambient
temperature recording. During the discharging phase, the vertical orientation had the highest
thermal energy loss for the same reasons stated above, while the horizontal orientation had the
least energy loss recorded.
Table 4 shows a comparison between the experimental and theoretical values (see Eq. 4) for
thermal energy stored and released during the charging and discharging experiments for each
orientation.
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Table 4: Experimental and theoretical values for thermal energy stored during the charging and
discharging phases for all three orientations under investigation.
System Orientation
Horizontal

Angled

Vertical

Charging (kJ)

Discharging (kJ)

Experimental

295.47

166.05

Theoretical

295.54

295.54

Experimental

292.06

225.67

Theoretical

295.54

295.54

Experimental

287.86

265.67

Theoretical

295.54

295.54

To calculate the energy absorbed and released during charging and discharging numerical
integration analysis was completed. Equations 8 and 9 are used to find the summation of the
thermal energy values for the entire melting and solidification period. The trend demonstrates
that the PCM in horizontal orientation absorbed the most the heat energy (charging) and released
the least energy (discharging) per unit time followed by the angled orientation and lastly the
vertical orientation. Figures 14 to 19 illustrate the trend observed where a decrease in thermal
energy absorption and release per unit time for each orientation. For each power plot (Figs. 14,
16 and 18), the change in orientation affects the power stored and released during charging and
discharging, respectively. Similarly, for the thermal energy plots (Figs. 15, 17 and 19) the
maximum theoretical value for thermal storage during the charging phase is calculated to 295kJ.
Therefore, based on the orientations ability to affect the thermal energy storage, each orientation
has a different amount of time recorded before the system arrives at steady state during melting
and solidification.
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Figure 14: Power (W) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the vertical
orientation.
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Figure 15: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the
vertical orientation.
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Figure 16: Power (W) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the horizontal
orientation.
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Figure 17: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the
horizontal orientation.
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Figure 18: Power (W) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the angled
orientation.
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Figure 19: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the
angled orientation.
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2.3.9 Experimental Uncertainty
The relative uncertainty of the equipment used in this experiment is discussed in this section. The
accuracy of the temperature (K-type thermocouples and DAQ device) and flow rate (flowmeter)
measurement devices were determined based on the manufacturer’s catalogue (OMEGA Canada
and National Instruments). The uncertainty analysis was achieved using the root-sum-squared
(RSS) method [43]. Table 5 represents the uncertainty of measured variables by the K-type
thermocouples, NI DAQ unit and the flow meter.
Table 5: Uncertainty analysis of devices used in experimental results of FBC-SH system.
Sensors/Equipment

Accuracy, Uc

Measured Values

Relative Uncertainty (Uc/x)

(x)
K-type thermocouple

NI

DAQ

system

± 0.022 % [°C]

± 0.0225 % [°C]

Tmax = 70°C

± 0.00031%

Tmin = 20°C

±0.00121%

Tmax = 70°C

±0.00032%

Tmin = 20°C

±0.00125%

4000ml/min

±0.0015%

(NI9213)

Flow meter

±6% [ml/min]

(RT-375MI-LPMZ)
The uncertainty analysis for the devices was concluded based on specific temperature difference.
Using the values of T and D in Table 5, the relative uncertainty of temperature recorded and flow
rate for the FBC-SH system can be calculated as seen in equations 10 and 11 respectively:
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(10)

where, U p represented the relative uncertainty, U T and U D represented the accuracy of the
measuring device for temperature, and xT and xD are the measured values of the temperature of
the equipment used in the FBC-SH system.

U
U p   F
 xF





2

(11)

where, U p represented the relative uncertainty of temperature, U F represented the accuracy of
the measuring device for the flow meter, and xF are the measured values of the flow rate used in
the FBC-SH system.

2.4

Conclusion

Enhancement of heat transfer was investigated for thermal energy storage and release for a FBCSH system during phase change of paraffin wax for varying orientations. The addition of the fins
aided the enhancement of the heat transfer process due to its high thermal conductivity. The
trends observed include the following:
• The horizontal orientation provided the best support during the charging phase with
energy storage rate of 474.04W, while the vertical orientation gave the least favorable at
400.54W. This owes to the fact that current baseboard convector units are horizontally
built.
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• For the discharging process the horizontal orientation provided an energy release rate of
414.57W, while the vertical orientation gave the least rate of 380.70W.
• It was observed that the vertical orientation had the highest heat loss rate during charging,
17.79W, and discharging, 4.86W, process.
•

It was suggested that while natural convection can improve the melting process of the
PCM it was assumed that due to the height, the effect of gravity and fin alignment the
effect of natural convection may have been reduced.

2.5

Nomenclature

cp

Specific heat, J kg . C

Dx

Difference in energy storage or release rate, W

E

Energy storage/release, kJ

Gr

The Grashof number

g

The gravitational acceleration, m/s2

h

The convective heat transfer coefficient, W m2 . C

hsf

The heat of fusion of the PCM, J kg

k

The thermal conductivity, W m. C

Lc

The characteristic length, m

m

Mass, kg
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m

Mass flow rate, kg s

Nu

The Nusselt number

Pr

The Prandtl number

Q

Energy rate, W

Ra L

The Raleigh number

T

Temperature, C

t

Elapsed time, s

UD

Accuracy of the measuring device for temperature of DAQ, C

UF

Accuracy of the measuring device for temperature of flowmeter, kg s

Up

Relative uncertainty

UT

Accuracy of the measuring device for temperature of thermocouple, C

xD

Measured values of the temperature for DAQ, C

xF

Measured values of the temperature for flowmeter, kg s

xT

Measured values of the temperature for thermocouple, C

Greek Symbols



The thermal diffusivity, m2/s
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The coefficient of volume expansion, 1/K



Difference

v

The kinematic viscosity, m2/s



Ambient

Subscripts

f

Final

i

Initial

in

inlet

l

Liquid

loss

Heat loss

m

Melting

out

outlet

PCM

Phase Change Material

s

Solid

sur

Surface

w

water
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3 Investigation

of

Phase

Change

Material

with

Fin-Tube

Baseboard Convector for Space Heating Cooling
3.1

Introduction

In 2016, National Resources Canada reported that Canadian residential sectors and institutional
and commercial sectors spend CAD$28.8 billion and CAD$20 billion per year in energy bills
respectively [1]. The largest percentage of the bills are allocated towards space heating at 64%
and 56% respectively. The International Energy Agency IEA has estimated that the energy
efficiency market will see an increase in monetary efforts of CAD$250 billion between 2014 and
2035. The effects of global warming and annual energy expenditure has led the IEA to suggest
that US$8.3 trillion would have to be invested into energy efficiency measures between 2015 and
2030 to fulfill the climate pledge [1].
There has been a growing desire to store energy using different methodologies and systems.
Thermal energy storage (TES) systems are one of many important avenues being investigated
which is able to increase recurrent renewable energies [2] such as latent heat thermal energy
storage (LHTS). Major types of energy storage include sensible, latent and thermochemical
materials [3], [4] which can be used in laboratory environments or for human comfort control
applications [5]. Latent heat transfer systems (LHTS) is a technology most common in reducing
the energy consumption for cooling applications, by storing the cold in PCM [6]. LHTS operates
when heat energy is stored by a phase change material (PCM) during the charging process
(melting) and heat energy is released by the PCM during the discharging process (solidification)
[7]. The charging process occurs when energy is transferred from the working fluid to the PCM,
thus charging the PCM with energy. The discharging process occurs when energy is transferred
from the PCM to the working fluid, thus discharging the system. During latent heat storage,
some PCMs can expand to 10-15% during melting compared to other materials [4].
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Phase change materials are components used to enhance TES systems, such as improvements in
the energy efficiency of buildings. PCMs are able to store and release large amounts of heat
during phase change [8]. The application of PCMs can range from the downsizing of heating
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, thermally activated buildings (TAB), cooling
systems with embedded pipping and a combination of PCM embedded walls and ceilings [8]–
[10]. Phase change materials have the potential to be used as material for cold energy storage
and cooling applications due to their high storage density and ability to maintain nearly constant
temperature during the phase change process [3], [11]. Desirable thermo-physical, kinetic and
chemical properties of PCMs include but are not limited to [12]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High latent heat of fusion
High thermal density
Low degree of super cooling
Low corrosivity
Low degradation
Chemical and cyclical stability
Nontoxic and non-flammable
Easily available
Cost effective

Phase change materials can often be classified as organic or inorganic, where organic compounds
are carbon based compounds such as mono ethylene glycol [13] and inorganic PCMs are metallic
or hydrated salts [12]. The advantage of organic PCMs are their chemical stability and high
latent heat of fusion and its disadvantage is low thermal conductivity [14], however, PCMs like
paraffin wax produce supercooling problems which lead to asymmetrical heating and cooling
processes[15]. The main advantage of inorganic PCMs are their good thermal conductivity and
low cost, however they tend to be corrosive in nature [16]. Phase change materials have been
utilized in many industries, most notably the residential and commercial sectors, leading to
reductions in energy consumptions as indicated by Suresh et al. [17]. Unfortunately, even though
PCMs improve the heat storage capacity, the thermo-physical properties can be further enhanced
with the use of macro encapsulation[18], micro encapsulation, integration of Nano-structures,
and the addition of metallic fins to increase conductivity of the PCM and provide greater
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uniformity in the heating and solidification process [12]. Altering the fin configuration can result
in greater storage capacity of the PCM during the charging and discharging cycle [19].
Recent studies have utilized different PCM and fin material and/or configurations combinations
to better produce TES systems that have a greater storage capacity and swift release of thermal
energy. These efforts have the potential to lead to greater efficiency and total energy savings
given today’s environmental, economic and societal climate. Kumaresa et al. [20] predicted that
there could be potential energy savings of 6-9% when using a combination of cool thermal
energy storage (CTES) and Nano-fluid PCM (NFPCM). Earlier studies have suggested that the
implementation of radiant or convective heating systems can provide greater efficiency in zonal
space conditioning [21]. Similar systems can be used and adapted for enhancing the cooling
dynamics of space conditioning systems. Heat emitter can be developed in various
configurations such as fin-tube baseboard convectors or embedded tubing found in floors and
ceilings [22]. Numerous studies have been carried out to investigate the performance between the
combinations of heat emitters and PCM. The insertion fins can lead to a significant enhancement
of melting and solidification rates [23]. During the solidification process, the inclusion of fins
makes the process more efficient due to the suppression of the natural convection effect.
Liu et al. [24] numerically investigated the effects of encapsulated PCM with an internal fin
arrangement. The authors’ simulation results showed that the internal fin arrangement produced
enhanced results during the melting process. Similarly, Jmal and Baccar [25] conducted a
numerical study for internal fins for coaxial tubes and concluded that the presence of metallic
fins allows for efficient energy extraction from PCM to airflow at a faster rate. However, when
dealing with the solidification process it was determined that there was no significant
enhancement. Riah et al. [7] performed an analysis on various plate fin configurations in the
presence of a PCM made of sodium nitrate (PCM) and observed both the charging and
discharging processes. It was observed that the vertical arrangement of plate fins demonstrated a
fastest heat transfer rate and greatest heat transfer uniformity compared to the shell and tube
configurations in both charging and discharging processes. Finally, it was assumed that the
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vertical plate configuration amount of useful heat extraction for a given amount of heat and
PCM. Pizzolato et al. [26] designed Computational Fluid Dynamic Models of a shell and tube
with fins design. It was observed that the diffusive fins elongating near the bottom of the
container reduced the fluid movement closer to the top. It was determined that the geometric
optimization lead to improved charge rates by 37% and discharge rates by 15% in comparison to
longitudinal fins alone.
Yang et al. [27] developed a shell and tube design with the addition of annular fins which
demonstrated that the melting time of the PCM could be reduced by up to 65%, whereas another
study showed that increasing the fin number can enhance the performance of the heat exchanger
[28]. Cheng and Zhai [29] developed a Finite Element Model of three-stage cascaded cold
storage (CCSU) units with spherical capsules and compared them against single-stage cold
storage units (SCSU). The study highlighted that the CCSU unit’s cold charging rate was
increased by 11% to 35% compared to the SCSU unit. Additionally, its energy exergy was
improved. Kamkari and Shokouhmad [30] designed a one fin and three fin experiment that
demonstrated that adding fins increased the overall heat transfer rate. In comparison with the
unfinned designed, the total melting times were 18% and 37% less for the one-fin and three-fin
enclosures respectively. The addition of the fins also resulted in greater efficiency at lower wall
temperatures[30]. Unfortunately, while these results shed light on enhancement, an optimal
number of fins must also be determined as increasing the fin number can lead to a reduced effect
of convection [31]. However, during the discharge cycle, conduction, rather than convection
becomes the major contributor to the thermal performance thereby increasing thermal resistance.
Khan and Khan [31] designed a novel latent heat storage unit with longitudinal fins and observed
that an increase in the volumetric flow rate and reduction in inlet temperature resulted in a
49.75% increase in the discharging power as well as a reduction in the thermal resistance.
When observing cooling during the discharging process high inlet flow rates and low inlet
temperatures help enhance the discharging process [32]. Kabbara et al. [33] investigated the
performance of aluminum fins within a cylindrical insulated tank. Results showed that the higher
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the hot thermal fluid (HTF) during the discharge process the more significant the decrease in
melting time. It was reported that there was a decrease of 3.5 hours in melting time when the
inlet temperature was changed from 60℃ to 70℃, and a 5.5-hour melting time was observed
when the inlet temperature was increased to 80℃. Similarly, higher heat transfer rates were
reported when increasing the flow rate from 1.5 L/min to 2.5 L/min, thereby decreasing melting
time by 1 hour [33].
A study carried out by Promoppatum et al. [34] proposed that a shorter cycle time resulted in
greater thermal efficiency. In the study the authors’ concluded that lower amounts of aluminum
can significantly improve the thermal performance of heat exchangers as the overall thermal
conductivity is increased. Ji et al. [35] developed a dynamic model of a heating system
considering the fin angle and fin number. Results showed that fins in a downward angle of -15°
accelerates PCM melting compared to other angles. It was determined that the saved melting
time of PCMs with the -15° fins increased by 23.8% when compared to 0° fins. Melting time
decreased by 45.2% and 71.4% with +15° and +30° fins respectively [35]. Some studies have
suggested that fin types such as concentric fins produce continuous volume expansion, shrinkage
of PCM and larger values for latent heat efficiencies for heat transfer properties [36]. Kubboth et
al. [37] demonstrated that uneven distributions of fins could induce a greater uniformity during
the charging and discharging process.
Many types of research of have been performed on elevated temperature fluids for PCM and
various parameters such as fin configuration, flowrate, fin angles and inlet temperatures have
been studied. Few research has been found which examine the effect of low temperature PCMs
in thermal storage systems to be used in cold storage applications. It is necessary to observe the
effects of orientations on the thermal energy storage systems during the charging and discharging
cycle. To the author’s knowledge the use of low temperature PCMs used in multiple angular
experimentations has not been studied. The objective of this paper was to investigate the
efficiency of the charging and discharging process for three orientations for a thermal energy
storage system. The three orientations observed were the angled (45°), vertical (90°) and
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horizontal (0°) orientations with interspatial fin distance of 1.18 inches. Complete graphical
analysis of melting and solidification processes were used to compare each orientation. An image
capture system was used to further illustrate the melting and solidification patters of the PCM at
specific temperature and orientation.

3.2

Experimental Work

In this section, a detailed description is provided of the experimental set up, the fin tube
baseboard convector space cooler (FBC-SC) system, and the experimental procedure are
presented. To better account for any errors, an uncertainty analysis was performed on all
experimental equipment used.
3.2.1 FBC-SC Prototype
A prototype was developed based on specific components such as the FBC-SC chamber, fin tube
baseboard convector with an aluminum fin array configuration, inlet and outlet locations with
specified thermocouple arrangements as can be seen in Fig. 20.

Figure 20: Schematic of FBC-SC prototype showing the fin-tube baseboard convector with its
aluminum fin configuration, the inlet and outlet for the flow of deionized water/deionized waterglycol mixture through a copper pipe, the FBC-SC chamber made from acrylic glass and
placement of 6 thermocouple (TC 1 to 6).
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The FBC-SC chamber that housed the fin tube baseboard convector element (FBC-E) was
created from 4 rectangular pieces of 1-inch thick acrylic glass (supplier: McMaster Carr) with
dimensions of 21 inches in length, 4 inches in width and 2 square pieces of 4 inches x 4 inches,
1-inch thick acrylic glass. 1-inch diameter holes were made in the 2 square pieces and fitted onto
either end of the FBC-E. The FBC-E included a copper pipe 26 inches in length and 1 inch in 0.9
inches in diameter. Along the length of the surface copper pipe is an array of rectangular fins of
dimensions 3.5 inches in length, and 3 inches in width that were attached through soldering. The
aluminum fins extend outwards at 90°angles from the pipe leaving a 0.25-inch gap between them
and the container wall. The copper pipe provided a canal to transport the working fluid, while the
aluminum fins offered an enhancement in the heat transfer during the charging and discharging
processes. The acrylic pieces were glued together around the FBC-E using concrete epoxy
(supplier: Home Depot) to create the FBC-SC chamber. The top (removable) face of the chamber
was secured by 8 screws secured to the edges of the FBC-SC chamber. The motivation behind
the detachable transparent face was to provide a window into observing the melting/solidification
process of the PCM during the charging and discharging process, respectively.
On either the top and bottom faces a total of 6 holes of diameter 0.03cm were drilled into the of
the FBC-SC chamber. On the top and bottom faces a hole was placed on both ends and one hole
in the middle of the chamber as seen in Fig. 1. K-type thermocouples (OMEGA model: 5TC-TTK-30-36) of diameter 9.84 x 10-5inches were threaded through the holes and secured using nonthermal glue. To prevent inaccurate readings the K-type thermocouples were insulated using
kapton insulation. At the inlet and outlet two T-Type thermocouples (OMEGA model: 5TC-TTT-72) were placed and secured using non-thermal glue. The T-type thermocouples were PFA
insulated. The purpose of the thermocouples was to record temperature fluctuations during the
charging and discharging process. To reduce heat loss to the environment 0.5 inches thick rigid,
extruded polystyrene insulation (Supplier: Home Depot) were secured to all five glued faces of
the FBC-SC chamber. To prevent PCM leakage during the charging process, either ends of the
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square faces holding the copper pipe were filed with silicone. Before the detachable face was
secured onto the chamber the edges were lightly touched with vacuum grease (Supplier: DuPont
Krytox) which acted as a thick liquid gasket to create an air tight seal, while the top of the
chamber contained a small pressure release mechanism. To test the three orientations, the FBCSC chamber rotation holder was designed using 1-inch by 1-inch thick aluminum extrusions
(Supplier: McMaster Carr). Multiple orientations can be seen in Fig. 21.

Figure 21: 3-D rendering of FBC-SC prototype in (a) horizontal orientation (0°), (b) angled
orientation (45°), (c) vertical orientation (90°) and (d) top view with thermocouple placement.
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3.2.2 Phase Change Material
Rubitherm (RT 5 HC) was selected as the PCM for this experiment due to its accessibility, high
thermal energy storage and low supercooling effect [38]. The mass of the Rubitherm used during
the experiment was 1.1 kg. Rubitherm can be purchased at a cost of CAD$ 15.87/kg and
imported from a private company out of Germany. The melting and solidification temperature
range for Rubitherm RT 5 HC was found to be 5℃-6℃ with the peak melting and solidification
temperature being 6℃ and 5℃ respectively. Rubitherm has been used as a PCM in
nanostructures for the use of electrohydrodynamic processes [39], thermal energy storage units
for roof membranes [40] and in infrastructural wall experiments [41]. Table 6 outlines the
thermophysical properties of Rubitherm RT 5HC.
Table 6: Thermophysical properties of Rubitherm RT 5HC PCM [1].
Physical Property

Rubitherm (PCM)

Peak melting temperature (°C)

6.00

Peak solidification temperature (°C)

5.00

Latent heat, (kJ/kg)

210.00

Solid density, (kg/m3)

880.00

Liquid density, (kg/m3)

760.00

Specific heat (kJ/kg °C)

2.00 (solid)
2.00 (liquid)

Thermal conductivity (W/m °C)

0.20 (solid)
0.20 (liquid)

Viscosity, (kg/m.s)

0.21
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3.2.3 Experimental Setup
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 22. the experimental setup
consists of a constant temperature liquid circulator thermoregulator (CTLC) (OMEGA model
HCTB-3000 Series), a constant temperature re-circulator (CTR) (Cole-Palmer Polystat model:
CR250WU), a flow meter (Blue white industries model: RT-375MI-LPMZ), the FBC-CSC
system, the piping network comprised of polyethylene tubing of dimensions 3/8 inch Inside
Diameter x 1/2 inch Outside Diameter (Supplier: Home Depot), a room simulator made from 1inch thick rigid, extruded polystyrene insulation (Supplier: Home Depot), and data acquisition
(DAQ) system from National Instrument (NI 9213). The CTLC was responsible for circulating
deionized water (HTF) at a specified temperature throughout the FBC-SC system. The CTR was
responsible for circulating a 50/50 mixture of deionized water and glycol mixture at a specified
temperature throughout the FBC-SC system.
The piping network was created as a closed loop system and supported the flow of the HTF and
was controlled by 8 separate flow control valves (FCV) as shown in Fig. 3. Tundra Seal ¾ inch
pipe insulation (Supplier: Home Depot) was used to insulate the piping network to prevent heat
loss to the environment. The room simulator carried dimensions of 24 inches in length, 24 inches
in width and 23.62 inches height and was used during the discharging phase of the experiment.
The HTF was transported from the piping network to the copper piping through the FBC unit.
Due to copper pipe’s high thermal conductivity it acted as a perfect heat transfer medium.
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Figure 22: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for FBC-SC system consisting of the
FBC-SC prototype, the insulated piping network controlled by 8 flow control valves (FCV 1 to
8), 16 channel DAQ system, six K-type thermocouple configurations (TC 1 to 6), a constant
temperature re-circulator (CTR), constant temperature liquid circulating (CTLC)
thermoregulator, data display (computer) and the room simulator consisting of a radiator fan.
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3.2.4 Experimental Procedure
The experiment was conducted in four separate phases. The first phase included cooling the HTF
fluid (50/50 deionized water and glycol mixture) separately, the second phase commenced the
charging process, the third phase allowed the preparation of the HTF fluid (deionized water only)
separately, the fourth phase allowed for the discharging process. Before starting the charging
phase, the CTR was pre-cooled to 2℃ and the CTLC connected in parallel to the CTR would be
pre-cooled to 18℃. In the first phase (P1) of the experiment the HTF was cooled to 2℃. This
was done by opening flow valve 1 (FCV1) while shutting of all other flow valves. This was
important to prevent premature solidification of the PCM. The HTF was circulated in a small
closed loop piping network until the HTF achieved the desired temperature. Phase 2 (P2) of the
experiment involved the cooled HTF being circulated from the outlet of the CTR, through the
FBC-SC system and into the Inlet of the CTR. This phase commenced the charging process until
all the PCM had frozen. This was carried out by having FCV1 closed while FCV2, FCV3 and
FV6 were opened. Once all the PCM had frozen the discharging process began with the HTF at
18℃ being circulated through the outlet of the CTLC, through the FBC-SC system, into the
simulated room (approximately at 21℃, and to the inlet of the CTLC. This was done by having
FCV1, FCV2, FCV3 and FCV4, FCV5, FCV7 and FCV8 were opened.
For the horizontal orientation case, the HTF fluid flows from left to right. As for the vertical and
angled orientation cases, the HTF enters through the top of the central copper pipe of the FBCSC prototype. In this study, 11 K-type thermocouples (OMEGA model: 5TC-TT-K-30-36) and 2
T-type thermocouples (OMEGA model: 5TCTT-T-72) were connected to a National Instrument
16 channel module (NI 9213) data acquisition (DAQ) system. The DAQ system was supported
via a NI USB carrier, which was connected to the computer via a USB port. Once connected the
software LabVIEW was initiated and designed to record temperature changes at 10 second
intervals. Once the experiment was completed the data was exported as an excel file for further
process. To capture the charging and discharging processes a digital camera (model: Canon EOS
Rebel T5i) was used until the all the PCM was melted and solidified. The experimentation was
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designed to be easily repeatable, so that temperature profiles for the three orientations with
identical experimental parameters can be observed. The melting and solidification profiles can be
seen in the results and discussion section.

3.3

Results and Discussion

Experiments were performed for the vertical, horizontal, and angled orientations of the FBC-SH
chamber to observe the effects of charging and discharging on the FBC-SH system. The energy
storage and release rates of the PCM are further discussed.
3.3.1 Energy Storage and Release Model
After completing the experiment for each orientation (Sections 3.3 to 3.6), the energy storage
rate for the PCM during the charging phase and energy release rate during the discharging stage
were calculated using the following equations:

Q w  Q PCM

(1)

Where, Q w is the rate of energy carried by water and Q PCM is the rate of energy absorbed or
released by the PCM. To confirm the energy storage calculations, the experimental values were
compared against the theoretical energy storage capacity of the PCM using Eq. 2.

For charging: m wg c p wg Twg ,in  Twg ,out   m PCM

1  c p s Tm  Ti , s   hsf  c pl T f ,l  Tm 


x
t


For discharging: m w c p w Tw,out  Tw,in   m PCM

1  c ps Tm  Ti ,l   hsf  c pl T f , s  Tm 


x
t
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(2a)

(2b)

where m wg and m w is the mass flow rate of the water-glycol mixture, and water, respectively c pw g
and c pw is the specific heat capacity of the water-glycol mixture and water, respectively. Twg ,in
and Tw,in is the water-glycol and water inlet temperature, respectively. Twg ,out and Tw,out is the
water-glycol and water outlet temperature, respectively. mPCM is the mass of the PCM,

c ps specific heat of the PCM in solid state, c pl specific heat of the PCM in liquid state, hsf is the
heat of fusion of the PCM, Tm is the melting temperature of the PCM, Ti is the initial temperature
of the PCM, T f is the final temperature of the PCM, t is the time difference between two
consecutive readings in second and

1
is the melt fraction. The temperature readings of the PCM
x

are taken from thermocouple 4 (TC 4) as it was assumed that TC 4 gave the most accurate
indication to the end of melting or solidification.
The volumetric flow rates of HTF were observed to be 3.84L/min and 4.30L/min and converted
into mass flow rates of 0.06 kg/s during charging (2°C) and 0.07 kg/s during discharging (18°C).
The difference in the flow rate came about due to the difference in the density of water at
different temperatures. The temperature difference between the inlet and outlet during the
charging and discharging process was found to be approximately 1.2°C and 1.0°C respectively.
The thermal energy absorption rate (Table 7) of the PCM during discharging and the thermal
energy release rate (Table 8) during charging of the PCM were calculated using the slopes of the
plots for each orientation can be seen in Tables 7 and 8 respectively.
Table 7: Results during discharging experiment.
Experimental Variables

Horizontal

Angled

Vertical

Average Rate of Heat removed by water, Q w (W)

501.84

468.74

454.73

Average Discharging Rate for PCM, Q PCM (W)

446.57

399.63

380.06

55.27

69.11

74.67

Discharging Difference between water and PCM (W)
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%Difference Discharging

11.01

14.74

16.40

Energy Loss Discharging Rate (W)

4.51

16.64

36.97

Table 8: Results during charging experiment.
Experimental Variables

Horizontal

Angled

Vertical

Average Rate of Heat supplied by water, Q w (W)

527.15

497.86

483.21

Average Charging Rate for PCM, Q PCM (W)

450.36

416.51

396.26

Charging difference between water and PCM (W)

76.78

81.5

86.4

%Difference Charging

14.50

20.01

18.00

Energy Loss Charging Rate (W)

1.44

7.76

22.57

The percentage difference for the energy storage and energy release rates for all three
orientations were calculated as follows:

 D
% Difference    x
Q
 wg


  100



(3)

Where, D x is the charging difference between water and PCM energy storage and release rates
(Tables 7 and 8) when compared to the supplied or absorbed thermal energy by water, and Q wg
is the energy storage or release rate of the water-glycol mixture.
3.2 Energy Loss Model
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The following equations [42] are used to calculate the thermal energy loss for the FBC-SH
system.

Q loss  h A Tsur  T 

(4)

Where, Q loss is the energy that is lost during charging or discharging, A is the surface area, and
h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, which can be calculated from the following

equation:

 k 
h    Nu
 Lc 

(5)

Where, Nu is the Nusselt number, Lc is the characteristic length, k is the thermal conductivity.
Nu for a plate at the vertical, horizontal and angled orientations can be determined from the

equations given below [42]:

(6a)

1

Vertical orientation: Nu  0.59RaL4
1
4
L

Horizontal orientation (upper surface of a hot plate): Nu  0.54Ra

1

Horizontal orientation (lower surface of a hot plate): Nu  0.27 RaL4
Angled orientation: Nu  0.59Ra cos  L4 , where  =45°

(6b)
(6c)

1

(6d)

The Rayleigh number ( Ra L ) can be defined as:

g (Tsur  T ) L3c
RaL  Gr Pr 
v
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(7)

where, Ra L is the Raleigh number, Gr is the Grashof number and Pr is the Prandtl number, g is
the gravitational acceleration ,  is the coefficient of volume expansion (1/K), Tsur is the
temperature of the surface, T is the ambient temperature, Lc is the characteristic length, v is
the kinematic viscosity and  is the thermal diffusivity.
The heat losses through the container walls were calculated by fully charging the system and
calculating the additional energy required to maintain the system. The heat loss calculations
represent an unfavorable scenario. The system was fully charged to 2°C and readings recorded
every 10s. The heat losses through the container wall varied for each orientation. Because there
are no heat losses when the system is at room temperature, the heat losses are assumed to be
linear throughout the experiment. Eq. 8 shows the linear equation used to calculate these thermal
losses [43].

Q loss 

Q loss , max
70  Tamb

TPCM

 Tamb 

(8)

where, Q loss , max , is the maximum heat loss as seen in Tables 7 and 8, TPCM , is the average
temperature of the PCM and Tamb is the ambient room temperature.
To calculate the total energy over the entire melting and solidification period the following
integration summation was used:

t

E   Q dt
0

(9a)

where, E , is the energy stored or released during charging and discharging respectively, Q is
the power during charging or discharging process, t is the time in seconds.
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3.3.2 Experimental Phases
In this section, a comparison between the discharging and charging experiments for the
horizontal, angled and vertical orientations have been discussed. Figures 4, 7 and 10 all contain
red line which indicated the ending of the discharging phase and the beginning of the charging
phase.
3.3.3 Discharging and Charging Experiments
For each discharging experiment HTF at 21℃ and an average flow rate of 4.30 L/min was used.
The discharging phase of the experiment began immediately after the charging phase. The HTF
was circulated at a temperature of approximately 21℃ as this was the lowest temperature the
pump of the CTLC can be operated at without activating the heating element. Because the PCM
has a low melting point room temperature water can be used as an effective medium in the
removal of thermal energy from the PCM as heating elements are not required. The total time
from complete solidification would be different based on each orientation case, hence the time
frame for each experiment was carried for varying times.
For each charging experiment, the initial temperature of the PCM was 21℃. The HTF was
cooled using the CTR until the desired temperature of 2℃ was achieved. The flow rate of the
HTF was kept constant at an average volumetric flow rate of 3.84 L/min through the FBC-SC
system. The PCM used for the experiment was Rubitherm RT 5HC which was assumed to be a
non-pure substance giving a peak melting temperature of 6℃. The time for complete melting
would be different based on each orientation, hence the time frame for each experiment was
carried for varying times.
3.3.4 Discharging and Charging Experiments at Vertical Orientation (90°)
This section discussed the discharging and charging experiments for the vertical orientation case.
The flow orientation of the working fluid was top to bottom.
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3.3.4.1 Discharging Experiment at Vertical Orientation
As the HTF at 2℃ passed through the copper pipe, it absorbs the thermal energy from the
warmer liquid PCM. The liquid PCM temperature initially quickly and sensibly reduces as
shown in Fig. 23.
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Figure 23: Discharging and charging phase for vertical orientation (90°).
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Figure 23 shows that the discharging phase is much slower in comparison to the charging phase.
During the solidification of the PCM, the low thermal conductivity, caused by the increase in
thermal resistivity, leads to slow absorption of heat from the PCM. The increased thermal
resistance reduces the influence of natural convection during solidification, leading to the more
prominent function of sub-cooling upon achieving at steady state. The plateau seen in Fig. 23
illustrates that steady state has been achieved as the most of the PCM becomes solidified. A thin
film of liquid can be seen near the visible lid, this represents the effects of the reduced effect of
natural convection as the thermal resistance increases.
Figure 23 demonstrates that the solidification of the PCM begins once the temperature reaches
below the melting point. The first solid layer of PCM will appear on the surface of the copper
pipe as can be seen from the image at. As the discharging process continued, the solid layer of
PCM continues to grow as seen in Fig. 24 image at 720s.
Subsequently the solidified PCM layer is seen on the surface of the aluminum fins as can be seen
in Fig. 24 the images at 1800s. As the discharging phase advanced movement of the remaining
liquid will be obstructed as a greater volume of PCM. Therefore, natural convection will be less
dominating during the discharging process. During the solidification phase the influence of
natural convection diminishes and conduction becomes more dominant as the growth of solid
PCM becomes more uniform compared to the charging process as seen in Fig. 24. The total
solidification time was 21600s as seen in Fig. 24.
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Time = 0s

Time = 720s

Time = 1800s Time = 3600s

Time = 1080s

Time = 1440s

Time = 7200s Time = 21600s

Figure 24: Solidification profile during discharging process for vertical orientation at by a factor
of 720s time intervals.
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3.3.4.2 Charging Experiment at Vertical Orientation
Figure 23 shows the temperature during both charging and discharging processes inside the PCM
at 6 selected locations, the room simulator, on the three large faces of the FBC-SC chamber as
well as the inlet and outlet of the pipe through which the HTF flows. During the first phase of
charging, the temperature of the solid PCM, interacting with the surfaces of the aluminum fins
and copper pipe increases sensibly until the melting temperature of the PCM. In the first stage of
the charging, the temperature of the solid PCM. Sensible heating can be observed through the
nearly linear trend of the PCM temperature with time. The linear trend of the temperature
suggests that conduction heat transfer is more dominant at the initial stages of the charging
phase. Six thermocouples placed at strategic locations recorded fluctuations in melting
temperature of the PCM resulting in the formation of a plateau signalling the start and ongoing
latent heat transfer. Subsequently, temperatures at these locations increase and gradually
approach the HTF temperature.
Figure 25 shows 8 selected images of FBC-SC prototype at vertical orientation captured during
the charging experiment. These images demonstrate the visible melting progression throughout
the entire charging phase of the experiment. A 420s time interval best captured distinct stages of
the melting progression throughout the entire charging stage. These stages reveal different
melting regimes dominated by different modes of heat transfer (i.e. convection, conduction and
radiation). Once the experiment began, a temperature difference was created at the inlet between
the PCM and HTF leading to an immediate thermal energy transfer from the HTF to the PCM.
Due to the continuation of the charging process, the temperature of the PCM at all locations will
increase because of the continuous heat transfer between the copper pipe wall and the closest
layer of solid PCM. An initial layer of liquid PCM will begin to form around the external surface
wall of the copper pipe and aluminum fins. Because the peak melting temperature of the PCM is
6℃ and the HTF fluid temperature is 21℃, heat transfer for melting was faster than expected
reducing the time for the liquid PCM layer to remain stationary when close to the copper pipe
wall and inside spaces between two consecutive fins. Due to the low conductivity of the PCM,
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the thin layer of stationary liquid may increase the PCM’s thermal resistance, hence reducing the
melting rate. The progression of the charging phase causes the melting rate to increase with the
onset of natural convection. As natural convection takes a more dominant role in the charging
phase the PCM liquid above the melting temperature is pushed into the gap spaces between the
aluminum fin and the inner wall of the FCB-CH chamber. The liquid PCM then moves in an
upwards direction towards the surface of the chamber due to the increase in buoyancy force. Due
to the combination of warmer PCM. The combination of the warm; liquid PCM and heat transfer
through the finned surfaces leads to a collection of liquid PCM at the upper region of the FBCSC prototype. As the charging process continues this liquid PCM layer continued to grow as seen
in Fig. 25. Figure 25 illustrates the growth of a U-shaped liquid layer from at the top region of
the FBC-SC chamber as time increases. Even though convection begins to manifest itself,
conduction remains the more dominant heat transfer mode within the solid PCM layers closer to
the bottom of the FBC-SC chamber. In time, all the PCM is melted inside of the FBC-SC
prototype. The total time for melting was 3360 as seen in Fig. 25.

Time = 420s

Time = 840s

Time = 1260s
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Time = 1680s
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Figure 25: Melting profile during charging process for vertical orientation at 420s intervals.
3.3.5 Discharging and Charging Experiments at Horizontal Orientation (0°)
This section discussed the discharging and charging experiments for the horizontal orientation
case. The flow orientation of the working fluid was left to right.
3.3.5.1 Discharging Experiment at Horizontal Orientation
Figure 26 illustrated that natural convection plays a lesser role during the solidification process
of the PCM where plateaus show isothermal operations such as latent heat transfer during phase
changes. Similarly, to the vertical and angled orientation it was suggested that solidification
temperature occurred below the peak melting temperature because of sub-cooling.
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Figure 26: Discharging and charging phase vs time for horizontal orientation (0°).
Figure 27 showed the images captured during the solidification phase, which suggest that
conduction provided the dominant mode of heat transfer as explained in section 3.4.1. the
temperature difference noted between the HTF and PCM revealed immediate heat transfer of
heat the PCM to the HTF via the coper pipe and aluminum fins, initiating solidification.
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Figure 27: Solidification profile during discharging process for horizontal orientation at various
time intervals.
The solidification process begins closest to the contact surface of the coper pipe and aluminum
fins. As the solidification process continues, effect of natural convection is reduced due to the
thinness of the fluid gap and the dominant mode of heat transfer is conduction. The increase in
solidified PCM leads to an increase in thermal resistance resulting in thin liquid layer of PCM as
seen in Fig. 27. The production of this thin liquid PCM layer leads to a more uniform profile
compared to that seen I during the melting process. The change in orientation resulted in greater
uniformity during solidification and faster discharge rate compared to the vertical and angled
orientations. The total time for solidification for the horizontal orientation was 16920s as seen in
Fig. 27.
3.3.5.2 Charging Experiment at Horizontal Orientation
Like the vertical orientation, the initial stages of charging witnessed the temperature of the PCM
surrounding the copper pipe and aluminum fin surfaces increasing sensibly. Figure 26 illustrates
that the upper region of the FBC-SC chamber undergoing melting faster than the lower regions.
Although the peak melting time of the PCM occurs at 6℃, the melting process begins a bit
sooner around 4.5℃, leading to a greater amount of energy required to begin melting compared
to the smaller amount of energy required to raise the temperature of the liquid after melting is
completed.
Figure 28 shows the images captured during the melting process of the PCM in the horizontal
orientation. For consistency of comparison of results the parameters for the horizontal orientation
are the same except for the flow rate, to those mentioned in the vertical orientation experiments.
The directional flow of the HTF in horizontal orientation was from left to right and allowed for a
more even distribution of thermal energy absorbance by the PCM throughout the entire charging
phase when compared to the other two orientations. Similarly, to the two previous experiments
the temperature difference between the PCM and HTF fluid begins the immediate melting
process as heat is transferred from the central coper pipe and fins to the solidified PCM. The
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PCM in contact with the outer copper pipe surface and aluminum fins begin to melt first. The
addition of the fins allows for a more uniform melting distribution on the upper and lower
regions of the FBC-SC chamber. In the preliminary stages of the charging process, conduction is
the more dominant mode of heat transfer within the solid PCM. Gradually as the charging
process progresses, a thin layer of liquid PCM begins to form between the heat transfer surfaces
and the solid PCM. As melting continues the solid PCM descends as the liquid PCM rises to the
upper region of the FBC-SC chamber signaling the prominence of convection as the mode of
heat transfer as seen in Fig. 28. Unlike the vertical orientation, the liquid PCM makes better
contact with conducting surfaces and solid PCM resulting in a quicker decrease in thermal
resistance. However, as time advances the solid PCM continues to fall to the lower region of the
FBC-SC chamber and melts at slow rate compared to the upper region due to increased distances
from the thermal contact surfaces.
While the continued movement of liquid PCM upward enhanced the melting process resulting in
an increase in melting time the lower region of the FBC-SC chamber closely mimicked the
melting pattern observed in the vertical orientation. The total melting time for the horizontal
orientation can is 2400s and can be seen in Fig. 28.
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Figure 28: Melting profile during charging process for horizontal orientation at 300s intervals.
3.3.6 Discharging and Charging Experiments at Angled Orientation (45°)
This section discussed the discharging and charging experiments for the angled orientation case.
The flow orientation of the working fluid was top to bottom.
3.3.6.1 Discharging Experiment at Angled Orientation
Figure 29 reveals 6 selected images of the FBC-SC prototype at angled orientation captured
during the charging experiment.
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Figure 29: Discharging and charging phase for angled orientation (45°).

The solidification pattern closely follows that of the vertical and horizontal orientation, where
solidification begins on every solid contact surface (i.e. aluminum fins and outer copper pipe)
and gradually moves outwards from the central zone to the upper and lower regions of the FBCSC chamber. As solidification continues the liquid cavity begins to decrease in size leading to
reduced effect of natural convection. The solidification rate is slower compared to the horizontal
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orientation and faster compared to the vertical orientation. This can be due to the characteristic
length being in-between the characteristic lengths of the other two orientations. Similarly, the
solidification profile of the vertical and horizontal orientations, the angled orientation is also
more uniform than the melting profile. The total solidification time was 18000s as seen in Fig.
30.
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Figure 30: Solidification profile during discharging process for angled orientation at a factor of
1800s intervals.
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3.3.6.2 Charging Experiment at Angled Orientation
Figure 29 shows 6 selected thermocouple locations through which the temperature inside the
PCM is recorded. Similar trends of the melting profile in the vertical and horizontal orientation
are observed in the angled orientation. Figure 12 shows 6 selected images at 6-minute time
intervals Fig. 31 shows the transient temperature variations at 6 selected locations inside the
PCM, the room simulator, and the inlet and outlet HTF. The same trend in the vertical and
horizontal orientations is observed in the angled orientation. Figure 31 presents the melting
profile during the charging phase using 6 selected images of FBC-SH prototype at the angled
orientation. It can be seen, that the top region of the FBC-SC chamber melts at a faster rate than
bottom region as the effect of natural convection increases at the top compared to the base. The
same physics suggests that as the melting occurs the solid PCM falls to the base of the chamber
because of gravity. The melting profile suggests that melting occurred faster in the angled
orientation compared to the vertical orientation but slower than the horizontal orientation. For
similar reasons the melting phenomenon can be described as was for the vertical orientation. The
total melting time was 2520s as seen in Fig. 31.
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Figure 31: Melting profile during charging process for angled orientation at 360s intervals.
3.3.7 Energy Storage and Released Rates for PCM
Tables 7 and 8 reveal the average rate of energy stored and released for the discharging and
charging rates for experiments conducted at each orientation. The average rate of heat transfer
during the charging and discharging is calculated by the summation of the energy
absorbed/released with time during the melting or solidification process respectively. The
horizontal orientation recorded the most heat absorbed for both the discharging experiments
compared to the angled and vertical orientations. For the charging experiments the horizontal
orientation also recorded the most amount of heat released, when compared to the angled and
vertical orientations. It can be suggested that the horizonal orientations provide the most suitable
support for a more favorable absorbance and release of energy.
When looking at the energy loss model it was determined that the greatest amount of heat loss
during the discharging and charging experiment was calculated from the vertical orientation.
This is owed to the thermal energy accumulated towards the upper region of the FBC-SC
chamber. This accumulation is due to the un even distribution of heat transfer along the length on
the FBC-SC chamber. Unlike the vertical orientation, the horizontal orientation due to its shorter
characteristic length provided better geometric advantages to allow for more even heat
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distribution during both melting and cooling phases. Therefore, a lesser amount of heat loss was
recorded during both the charging and discharging phases. The angled orientation provided heat
loss values in-between the vertical and horizontal orientation values. To calculate the energy loss
the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, (see Eq. 5) had to be determined based on the
calculations of the Nusselt and Raleigh numbers as seen in Eqs. 6(a) - 6(d). The Nusselt number
equations was based on the orientation under investigation.
Table 9: Experimental and theoretical values for thermal energy stored during the charging and
discharging phases for all three orientations under investigation after 2000s.
System Orientation
Horizontal

Angled

Vertical

Discharging (kJ)

Charging (kJ)

Experimental

105.88

350.85

Theoretical

384.29

394.50

Experimental

95.94

336.23

Theoretical

373.64

393.93

Experimental

127.14

340.97

Theoretical

372.55

392.12

Table 9 shows a comparison between the experimental and theoretical values (see Eq. 4) for
thermal energy stored and released during the charging and discharging experiments for each
orientation. To calculate the energy absorbed and released during charging and discharging
numerical integration analysis was carried out. Eqs. 8 and 9 were used sum the thermal energy
values for the entire melting and solidification period. The trend observed suggests that the PCM
in the horizontal orientation absorbed the greatest amount of heat thermal energy and released
the least thermal energy during the charging and discharging phases respectfully. Figures 14, 15,
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17, 18, 20 and 21 illustrate the thermal energy absorbed (charging) and released (discharging) for
each orientation after a 2000s period. Each of the figures has a different theoretical maximum
storage or release value. By keeping the time constant it can be seen which orientation is the
most effective when arriving at steady state during melting and solidification. Figures 13, 16 and
19, represent the power plots for each orientation affecting the rate of the energy released and
stored during the discharging and charging phases respectfully.
When compared to the energy stored and released for experiments using paraffin wax, a small
sample time is used when integrating (see Eq. (9a)) to calculate the energy stored and released.
For the experiments utilizing Rubitherm, the entire melting and solidification time is used in the
integration equation (see Eq. 9(a)), hence giving greater accuracy.
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Figure 32: Power (W) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the vertical
orientation.
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Figure 33: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the discharging phase of the vertical orientation.
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Figure 34: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the charging phase of the vertical orientation.
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Figure 35: Power (W) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the horizontal
orientation.
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Figure 36: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the discharging phase of the horizontal
orientation.
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Figure 37: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the charging phase of the horizontal orientation.
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Figure 38: Power (W) vs. Time (s) for the charging and discharging phases of the angled
orientation.
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Figure 39: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the discharging phase of the angled orientation.
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Figure 40: Thermal energy (kJ) vs. Time (s) for the charging phase of the angled orientation.
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3.3.8 Experimental Uncertainty
The relative uncertainty of the equipment used in this experiment is discussed in this section. The
accuracy of the temperature (K-type thermocouples and DAQ device) and flow rate (flowmeter,
Polystat re-circulator and thermoregulator) measurement devices were determined based on the
manufacturer’s catalogue (OMEGA Canada and National Instruments). The uncertainty analysis
was accomplished using the root-sum-squared (RSS) method [44]. Table 10 represents the
uncertainty of measured variables by the K-type thermocouples, NI DAQ unit, Polystat recirculator, thermoregulator and the flow meter.
Table 10: Uncertainty analysis of devices used in experimental results of FBC-SC system.
Sensors/Equipment
K-type thermocouple

NI
DAQ
(NI9213)

system

Flow meter

Accuracy, Uc

Measured Values
(x)

Relative Uncertainty (Uc/x)

± 0.022 % [°C]

Tmax = 70°C

± 0.00031%

Tmin = 20°C

±0.00121%

Tmax = 70°C

±0.00032%

Tmin = 20°C

±0.00125%

±6% [ml/min]

4000ml/min

±0.0015%

±0.005 [°C]

Tmax = 21°C

± 0.00002%

Tmin = 2°C

±0.0025%

Tmax = 21°C

± 0.5%

Tmin = 2°C

±5%

± 0.0225 % [°C]

(RT-375MI-LPMZ)
Thermoregulator

Polystat recirculator

±0.1 [°C]
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The uncertainty analysis for the devices was concluded based on specific temperature and flow
rate differences. Using the values of T and D in Table 10, the relative uncertainty of temperature
recorded and flow rate for the FBC-SC system can be calculated as seen in equations 8 and 9
respectively:

U
U p   T
 xT

2

 UD 
  

  xD 

2

(10)

where, U p represented the relative uncertainty, U T and U D represented the accuracy of the
measuring device for temperature, and xT and xD are the measured values of the temperature of
the equipment used in the FBC-SC system.

U
U p   F
 xF





2

(11)

where, U p represented the relative uncertainty of temperature, U F represented the accuracy of
the measuring device for the flow meter, and xF are the measured values of the flow rate used in
the FBC-SH system.

3.4

Conclusion

Enhancement of heat transfer was investigated for thermal energy storage and release for a FBCSC system during phase change of Rubitherm RT5 HC for varying orientations. The addition of
the fins aided the enhancement of the heat transfer process due to its high thermal conductivity.
The trends observed include the following:
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• It was suggested that while natural convection can improve the melting process of the
PCM it was assumed that due to the height, effect of gravity and fin alignment the effect
of natural convection may have been reduced.
• For the discharging process the horizontal orientation provided an energy release rate of
501.84 W, while the vertical orientation gave the least rate of, 454.73W.
• The horizontal orientation provided the best support during the charging phase with
energy storage rate of 527.15W, while the vertical orientation gave the least favorable at
483.21W.
• The vertical orientation recorded the highest heat loss rate during discharging, 36.97W,
and charging, 22.57W, process while the horizontal was considerably lower at 4.51W
(discharging) and 1.44W (charging).
• Images captured provided insight into the unique solidification and melting profiles.

3.5

Nomenclature

cp

Specific heat, J kg . C

Dx

Difference in energy storage or release rate, W

E

Energy storage/release, kJ

Gr

The Grashof number

g

The gravitational acceleration, m/s2

h

The convective heat transfer coefficient, W m2 . C

hsf

The heat of fusion of the PCM, J kg

k

The thermal conductivity, W m. C
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Lc

The characteristic length, m

m

Mass, kg

m

Mass flow rate, kg s

Nu

The Nusselt number

Pr

The Prandtl number

Q

Energy rate, W

Ra L

The Raleigh number

T

Temperature, C

t

Elapsed time, s

UD

Accuracy of the measuring device for temperature of DAQ, C

UF

Accuracy of the measuring device for temperature of flowmeter, kg s

Up

Relative uncertainty

UT

Accuracy of the measuring device for temperature of thermocouple, C

xD

Measured values of the temperature for DAQ, C

xF

Measured values of the temperature for flowmeter, kg s

xT

Measured values of the temperature for thermocouple, C

Greek Symbols



The thermal diffusivity, m2/s



The coefficient of volume expansion, 1/K



Difference
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v

The kinematic viscosity, m2/s



Ambient

Subscripts

f

Final

gw

Glycol-water

i

Initial

in

inlet

l

Liquid

loss

Heat loss

m

Melting

out

outlet

PCM

Phase Change Material

s

Solid

sur

Surface

w

water
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4 Cryo-electrohydrodynamic Dehydration
4.1

Introduction

In the food processing industry, drying is one of the most commonly used process for food
preservation and sterilization [1]. The advantages of dehydration include microbial stability,
limiting deteriorative problems related to chemical reactions, increased shelf life, reduction in the
volume of a product and ease the transportation costs due to a decrease in weight [1], [2]. There
are many conventional techniques used in drying food such as microwave heating, fluidized bed
drying, freeze drying process [3], spray drying [4] and combination drying [5]. These techniques
are thermal processes that utilize either conductive, convective or radiative heat transfer [6].
Except for freeze drying, these processes occur at elevated temperatures, which is important for
reducing the moisture content of the food products however, leaving unwanted characteristics,
such as discoloration and structural changes. Unfortunately, the disadvantage of conventional
drying techniques can cause a reduction in phenolic content of food items as well as changes in
physical characteristics such as texture and color which can alter the taste.
Most conventional drying techniques use convective heat transfer processes or dielectric heating
[6]. The most common method used is air drying at high temperatures [7], however it is also the
most energy consuming method [8] due to the low thermal conductivity of air [9]. Mujumdar
[10] conducted a study where they reported that developed countries used between 12 and 20%
of the national energy and that can be attributed to thermal dehydration. The study reported that
the drying processes were used for reducing moisture content in foods such as vegetables, fruits
and other food items with high moisture content (>80% (wet basis)). It is becoming more
common to apply pretreatment techniques before drying. Such techniques can operate based on
high voltage electric fields such as the Pulsed Electric Field and dielectric heating. For example,
Lebovka et al. [11] conducted a study (PEF) treatment on convective drying of potato tissue. The
experiments were conducted using potato disks dried at temperature intervals between 30℃ 70℃. The trend established that pre-treatment samples at high temperatures i.e. >70℃, had no
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beneficial effect on the drying rate. However, the same thermal pre-treatment at mild
temperatures i.e. T=50

had an increase in the moisture effective diffusion coefficient. The

study observed that even though the freeze-thawed pretreatment had the highest drying rates, it is
considerably more expensive and therefore not a viable option on an industrial scale when
compared to PEF treated samples [11], [12].
Lebovka et al. [13] investigated the textural effects of carrots, potatoes and apples due to mild
thermal treatments and PEF. After performing these tests, the tissue texture was examined based
on the influences of thermal and PEF exposure on the cell wall. This was important as textural
properties of the plant tissue are influenced by parameters such as cell structure, intercellular
spacing and morphology [14]. They determined that PEF treatment causes non-thermal
expansion of cell membranes which can lead to rupturing of cells decreasing cell rigidity.
However, in the cases of the carrot and the potato, it was determined that cell rigidity remained,
suggesting that PEF treatment had little effect on cell firmness.
4.1.1 Principles of Electrohydrodynamic Dehydration
To reduce the total energy consumption and cost for commercial dehydration/drying and pretreatment techniques, the Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) dehydration technique was developed.
Electrohydrodynamics is a technique that is used in many other areas such as coaxial spraying
[15], examining the effects on article separation [16], cellulose extraction [17], enhancement of
bio-sensing [18], the development of drug delivery systems [19] and overall enhancement of
convective heat transfer. Fragelli et al. [20] conducted a study with the effect to of
electrohydrodynamic on Nano fluids and noted that the presence of the electric field enhanced
the convective heat transfer coefficient by 11%. Electrohydrodynamics is a non-thermal, energy
efficient process that uses secondary flow induced by a high-intensity electric fields and is an
alternative to thermal drying methods [21], [22]. EHD dehydration uses the energy transfer from
emitted electrons by the charged electrode to the gas molecules. The induced air is then directed
towards the surface of the food item, where the charged air molecules disrupt the boundary layer,
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thereby increasing the drying efficiency [23]. The water molecules of the food item orient
themselves in the direction of the electric field and migrate to towards the surface where it is
taken away by the oncoming wind. EHD techniques require high voltage electric field (HVEF).
4.1.2 Operational Parameters for EHD Dehydration
To design a EHD dehydration system for several types of food products, there are certain
parameters that need to be addressed. Parameters include but not limited to, applied voltage,
electrode configuration, number of electrodes and the electrode gap. These parameters can
influence the drying rate and energy expenditure leading to changes in quality of the dehydrated
food products [7].
4.1.3 Applied Voltage
Singh et al. [24] and Singh et al. [25] developed a correlation between the applied voltage and
current drawn during the EHD process. It was observed that an increase in current leads to an
increase in the applied voltage which resulted in a faster drying time. It is important to
understand the relationship between the voltage applied and the current drawn out as this
significantly affects total amount of energy consumed during the dehydration process. Elmizadeh
et al. [26] investigated the difference between hot air-drying and EHD drying of quince. In the
case of hot-air drying, there was a noted difference in shrinkage, and color, however no
noticeable difference in shear strength, water absorption capacity of slices. In the case of the
EHD experiment, three different voltages were examined, 5, 7 and 9 kV and an air flow rate of
1m/s. The study reported that as the voltage increased so did the water absorption capacity of the
quince, however the shear strength decreased.
4.1.4 Electrode Configuration
The electrode configuration is important to the dehydration process as it affects the drying rate,
corona discharge and total energy consumption. There many different electrode types such a
wire, single needle and multiple needle. It was reported that reported that needle source
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electrodes perform better at higher voltages, whereas wire electrodes were more favorable for
lower voltage applications [23], [27]. A study will typically use either single-source electrodes or
multiple source electrodes at different voltages, crosswind velocities, electrode displacements,
moisture evaporation rate or other variables. The choice of the electrode is dependent upon the
type of product to be dried and its physical characteristics. The variables under observation are
influenced by the understanding of how the electric field interacts with the cross-flow and its
response with the food sample during the experiment.
4.1.5 Number of Electrodes
Whether an emitting electrode configuration is single-source or multiple source can have
significant effect on the drying rate of a food sample. Lai and Sharma [23] reported that
increasing in the number of needles, leads to an increase in the drying rate. Through observations
it was reported that needles electrode configurations gave the best performance compared to
single and wire electrode configurations.
4.1.6 Applications of Electrohydrodynamic Dehydration
Singh et al. [28] reviewed different methods of inducing an electric wind through the interaction
of gaseous ions under the influence of a high electric field. Their review showed that in cases of
both negative and positive polarities as the applied voltage (kV) was increased, the corona
current increased linearly.
Zhang et al. [29] investigated the study of needle electrodes and the effects of negative voltages
on the corona discharge and ionic wind over water surface electrode when voltages of -3.2, -3.5,
-3.7 and -4.3kV are applied. The results showed that at the center of the container the pressure of
the ionic wind was centralized while smaller pressures were located at the corners. Increasing the
voltage lead to an increase of the active area of ionic wind and ionic wind speed. Lastly it was
determined that the use of blunter needle provided a wider and stronger ionic wind. The change
in the ionic wind strength can be explained by the voltage increase leading to a greater
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disturbance between the electric field and the cross, ultimately changing the flow from laminar to
turbulent.
Mahmoudi [30] reported that increasing the applied voltage can increase the average convection
heat transfer. Pimazari et al. [31] investigated the effect of EHD drying on banana slices and
noted there was no constant rate. However, whole drying occurred at a falling rate indicating that
internal moisture transfer was dominant. By generating a high voltage electric field, the external
resistance of the banana slices to moisture movement was reduced and the moisture transfer
occurred only by diffusion inside of the banana slices [31]. The increase in the applied voltage
can also result in the increase in the electric field strength ultimately increasing the volume force
and charge density. The implementation of electrohydrodynamic enhancement can increase the
water evaporation rate with very little power consumption [32]. The corona discharge can also be
shown to influence the average Nusselt number at low Rayleigh numbers [32].
Esehaghbeygi and Basiry [33] examined the drying rate of tomato slices comparing oven drying,
open room drying (air drying) and high voltage electric field (HVEF) treated samples. Results
indicated after a 780-minute period, the controlled samples (air dried) had a mean moisture
content of 49% compared to the HVEF treated samples which had a moisture content of 11%
when a voltage of 10kV was applied. The treated samples drying rate increased to twice its speed
compared to the air-dried tomatoes where its drying rate decreased from 94% to 49%.
Li et al. [34], implemented the use of cylindrical electrodes and recorded the effects for a fixed
distance between the electrodes. By increasing the applied voltage, the ionic wind velocity was
found to increase. It was reported that the discharge current was proportional to the product of
the applied voltage and its difference from the corona onset voltage. Other considerations which
affect EHD drying dynamics are the electrode configuration, relative humidity, charge of the
ionic wind and the electrode gap. Regarding the electrode configuration, there are multiple
configurations such as single point electrode, multiple source electrodes, wire electrodes and
parallel plates. Dua et al. [35] developed and evaluated the effects of a corona based air-flow
generator using symmetrically arranged sharp electrodes placed in parallel. It was recommended
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that advantages of this configuration can lead to reduction in power consumption, generation of
neutralized ionic wind and applications for neutralized processes such as corona discharge
electrospray and electrospinning.
Moreau et al. [36] designed a dynamic model where multiple electrode types were examined. A
combination of wire electrode and singular and dual grounded cylinders were tested. The results
showed that the use of two grounded electrodes compared to one resulted in an increase of the
corona discharge. This led to a more effective current to thrust conversion due to reduction in
electrode drag. Shi et al [37] developed a numerical model where the corona onset voltage
depended on the electrode geometry including creating smaller gaps and larger spacing between
pin electrodes. Four cases were tested varying the size of the pin electrodes (1cm x 1 cm and
2cm x 2 cm) and the inter-electrode gaps (30mm and 40mm gaps). It was determined that the
convection current became largely dependent on a combination of the applied voltage, the
electrode gap and electrode geometry. It was reported that the EHD flow increased with larger
spacing between pins/or smaller gap between electrodes.
Lee and Lau [38] conducted an experiment observing the effects of relative humidity in the
convective heat transfer over flat surfaces using ionic wind. It was reported that the overall
consumption of positive ionic wind was found to be 2.4 times lower than negative ionic wind.
However, at low humidity the average velocities of both the positive and negative ionic wind
remained similar. The higher RH values (60-70%) negative ionic wind displayed higher
velocities compared to positive ionic winds.
To authors’ knowledge few research has been found which examine the effect of EHD drying at
low drying temperatures. It is necessary to observe the effects of applied voltages, electrode
configuration and electrode gaps on a low thermal based drying system. Conducting experiments
at lower temperatures can lead to reduced enzyme activity at which color change occurs,
allowing the food item’s color and texture to remain consistent. This study was carried out to
better understand the interaction between the ionic cross flow over the sample surface.
Numerical work would be carried out comparing EHD drying at low temperatures varying
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parameters such as voltage, electrode gap and cross-flow velocity for single wire electrode
system.

4.2

Cryo-EHD (C-EHD) System Design

4.2.1 C-EDH System Setup
This section provides a detailed schematic for the C-EHD system setup for the C-EHD
dehydration system.
4.2.1.1 Cryo-electrohydrodynamic Control Chamber (C-EHD)
A prototype system was designed based on specific components such as the Cryo-EHD (C-EHD)
control chamber, the fluid flow control system, the interlock safety system, the cryo-food
chamber (CFC), the high voltage generator and the control box as seen in Fig. 41. The entire CEHD system can be seen in Fig. 42.
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Figure 41: Experimental setup for cryo-EHD dehydration system.

The C-EHD control chamber was made up of 4 rectangular panels of dimensions 4ft x 2ft and 2
square panels 2ft x 2ft. The frames of each of the panels were made from 1-inch thick
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rectangular T-slotted single rail aluminum extrusions (Supplier: McMaster Carr). Each of the
aluminum extrusions had a 1/2inch thick slot along the length of the extrusion. Three of the
rectangular panels (P1, P2 and P3) were comprised of 2 4ft aluminum extrusions and 2 2ft
aluminum extrusions enclosed around a 1/8-inch thick expanded metal sheet (Supplier: Hunter
Steel) and 1/16-inch thick aluminum sheet (Supplier). The fourth rectangular panel (P4), which
functioned as a door was comprised of 2 4ft aluminum extrusions and 2 2ft aluminum extrusions
enclosed around 1/8-inch thick expanded metal sheet (Supplier) and 1/2inch thick tempered glass
for visibility (Supplier). Each of the square panels (P5 and P6) was comprised of 4 2ft aluminum
extrusions enclosed around 1/8-inch thick expanded metal sheet and 1/16-inch thick aluminum
sheet. The purpose of the expanded metal was to add rigidity to the structure while the aluminum
sheet was used to enclose the panels preventing possible air leaks. All the panels were secured
using aluminum corner surface brackets for single rails (Supplier: McMaster Carr). Before the
panels were put together two 4inch x 4inch holes were made at the center of the square panels
through the expanded metal and aluminum sheets for the placement of a radiator fan (Supplier:
Mechatronics Inc) and an exhaust fan. After creating the openings for the fans, the panels were
secured together to create the C-EHD control chamber. Panels 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 were secured
together using aluminum corner surface brackets for single rails. Panel 4 was secured onto the
front frame of the C-EHD control chamber via 2 3/4inch unfinished 304 Stainless steel surfacemount hinges (Supplier: McMaster Carr). To prevent any possible air leaks, the front frame of
the
C-EHD control chamber was layered with ½ inch thick foam weather stripping (Supplier: Home
Depot) to create an air tight seal when the door is closed. The door is locked via two brass plated
latches (Supplier: Canadian Tire). Once all the panels were safely secured the radiator fan and
exhaust fan were placed on the left end and right end of the chamber through the holes cut at P5
and P6 respectively, and each fan was secured using 4 long bolts and nuts. The radiator fan drew
air into the chamber while the exhaust fan was responsible for releasing air from inside the
chamber. To prevent major heat loss to the environment, panels P1, P2, P3, P5 and P6 were
covered with 1-inch thick CodeBord extruded polystyrene rigid insulation (Supplier: Home
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Depot). Unfortunately, in order to observe experiments, the P4 was left visible. The foam
insulation was cut and tightly fitted onto the outside of the panels, where the foam for P5 and P6
had holes cut at the center to fit around the fans. An overview of the C-EHD dehydration system
can be seen in Fig 42.

Figure 42: Cryo-EHD system.
4.2.1.2 Fluid Control System (FCS)
The fluid control system (FCS) designed using 3 major devices all encased in a 1-inch thick
acrylic glass container with separate compartments for each device. Fig. 33 shows the
components fort the fluid flow system.
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Figure 43: Image of Fluid Flow System
Due to the flammability of the acrylic glass, fire retardant paint was used and coated over the
acrylic glass. The three devices included a magnetic pump (Supplier: Iwaki America Inc.), a
thermoelectric chiller (TEC) (Supplier: TE Technology) and a NI DC power supply (Supplier:
National Instruments). Each device was secured to the base of the container via self-tapping
screws (Supplier: Home Depot) while the power cords were passed through small holes at the
back of each compartment of the container and tightly secured using C-clips (Supplier: Home
Depot). To prevent overheating of the TEC, and array of holes were created at the back of the
middle compartment of container and an opening of diameter 6 inches at the top of the lid
covering the middle compartments was created for the fan to draw air into the TEC. The lid was
fastened using to latches as to prevent any possibility of liquids flowing into the neighboring
compartments. If the temperature should be decreased to below 5

the Cole-Palmer Polystat

recirculator (CPR) will be implemented. The CPR has an option to select glycol -water solution
as the working fluid instead of deionized water. The glycol water solution allows for colder
temperatures to be attained as the glycol prevents water from solidifying below 0℃. For this
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experiment a 50% mixture of glycol and water was be used allowing the fluid to operate at a
temperature of -10℃.
4.2.1.3 High Voltage Generator (HVG)
The regulated high voltage generator (HVG) (Glassman High voltage ER series) was placed
within a faraday’s cage as seen in Fig. 44. The faraday’s cage was designed using a combination
of expanded metal sheets and aluminum extrusions as seen in Fig. 45.

Figure 44: Image of Regulated Glassman High Voltage Generator.
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Figure 45: Image of Faraday's Cage with HVG inside.
The purpose of the Faraday’s cage was to deflect electromagnetic fields. The HVG has two main
outlets, the first outlet is the power outlet cable which powers the HVG and the second is the
high voltage cable which runs from the HVG and connects to the wire electrode to be able to
generate the electric field.
4.2.1.4 Cryo-Food Chamber
The cryogenic food chamber (CFC) was designed from acrylic glass and made into two parts and
upper and lower part as seen in Figs. 46 and 47.
The first part (Fig. 46) was the support which had dimensions 23 inches in length, 6.5 inches in
width and 5 inches in height. The CFC support was hollowed and a centralized opening for the
placement for the aluminum plate of dimensions 18.25 inches in length, and 3.25 inches in width
was created at the surface of the support. A rectangular, mount made of aluminum was placed
through the central opening and secured to the base of the support. The top of the mount was
machined in such a way that a small portion protrudes outwards, to which one end of a 10-kg
load cell was attached. The opposite end of the load cell was attached to the underside, at the
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center of the aluminum plate. The aluminum plate had dimensions of dimensions 18 inches in
length, 3 inches in width and 0.4 inches in thickness

Figure 46: Image of Cryogenic food chamber (CFC).
The second part (Fig. 47) of the CFC comprised of a lid of dimensions 21.5 inches in length, 5.5
inches in width and 4.75 inches in height that fits onto the support. Two ¼ inch holes separated
horizontally by 3 inches were created on either ends of the lid 2inches from the edge. Quarter
inch nylon, threaded rods were placed through these holes and acted as a support for the
electrode holders. Electrode holders of dimensions 3.5 inches in length, 2 inches in width and 2
inches in height were fastened onto the ends of the nylon rods. Five metal screws of equal
spacing were placed at the midsection of the inner face on each electrode holders. A 22-gauge
copper wire was run around the head of each screw in a continuous fashion and fastened making
an array of 5 wires. On either ends of the lid holes of dimensions 4 inches in diameter were made
to support the air flow necessary for the development of a corona wind. The CFC was placed
horizontal along the floor of the C-EHD control chamber where the hole closest to the radiator
would be deemed as the entrance for air flow and the hole closest to the exhaust fan would be the
exit point. A 4inch diameter 115V fan (Supplier: Sayal Electronics) was secured onto the hole at
the exit point.
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Figure 47: Image of cryogenic food chamber lid with array of wire electrodes bound tightly to
electrode holders.
4.2.1.5 Interlock/Safety System
The interlock system was designed for the safe use of the C-EHD system. Firstly, all metal noncurrent carrying conductors were grounded and the loop closed to the ground of the HVG. To
ensure further safety and interlock system was created that operated on the basis the powered
would be drained from the DC Power supply and HVG if the P4 remained open. The system can
only be deemed ready to function once P4 is closed. The components for the interlock system
included an industrial panel plug-in relay (Supplier: Tyco Electronics), track mount socket
(Supplier: Tyco Electronics) and a push button switch. The relay and socket were connected and
housed in an acrylic glass container. The push button switch was connected to the wall of the
front frame of the control chamber.
4.2.1.6 Control Panel
The control panel was comprised of and Arduino Mega 2560 (Supplier: Spark Fun)
microcontroller, one LED screen (Supplier: Amazon), one bread board with connecting wires
and resistors (Supplier: Spark Fun), one load cell amplifier (Supplier: Spark Fun) and a toggle
switch. Fig. 48 presents the setup of the control panel.
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Figure 48: Image of control system including Arduino Mega 2560, LED display, toggle switch
and load cell amplifier.
The LED display, load cell amplifier and the 10kg load cell are directly connected to the Arduino
microcontroller. All components of the control panel were secured into a container attached on
the surface of P6. All coding was completed using Arduino open source software.
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4.3

Numerical Modelling

4.3.1 Theoretical Model
The numerical model for the corona discharge for a wire electrode configuration has been
developed to quantify the effects of voltage, current, and electrode gap interactions would
oncoming neutral air molecules. All simulations were carried out using COMSOL
Multiphysics®[39] commercial software package which is based on the finite element method,
the equations in COMSOL are solved through a partial differential equations solver. The three
main modules used were:
•

Conjugate heat transfer module: this module is combination of both heat transfer in solids
(conduction) and fluids (convection).

•

Electrostatics module: this module is important for the design of the electric field. The
components include the applied voltage, charge conservation, charge density, ground,
electric field strength.

•

Laminar flow/ turbulent flow module: these modules are incorporated for the
development of the corona wind. Before the electric field is generated the cross flow
would be assumed to be laminar due to lack of interference. Once the electric field is
turned on there would be interaction between electric field and cross flow, therefore
assuming turbulent flow. Depending on the speed of the cross flow chosen either the
Darcy’s law or Brinkman’s equation would be applied.

4.3.1.1 Assumptions
Materials:
•
•
•
•

The ground electrode is made of aluminum
Wire electrode is a 20-gauge copper wire
Copper electrode is placed 1 cm above the surface
Porous media has a porosity and permeability values of 0.8 and 1e-14m2 [39]
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Fluid:
•

The humidity of the crossflow (corona wind) interacting with the porous media is
constant

•

The temperature of the air is 5

•
•
•
•
•

Liquid used in simulation is water with properties at room temperature
Air mass flow of corona wind is unidirectional and constant
Ambient air is incompressible
Flow of air is steady and laminar
Charge convection due to forced airflow is negligible

Corona (ionic wind):
•
•
•

Corona discharge is independent of humidity and temperature
10kV applied voltage

4.3.1.2 Geometric Model
The numerical model for the corona discharge was adapted from previous modeling templates
for a pin electrode configuration used by Zhao and Adamiak [40]. This model was developed to
quantify the effects of voltage, electrode gap and porosity of media. All simulations were
developed through COMSOL Multiphysics® [39] commercial software package which may not
be as accurate as other numerical algorithms, but is better equipped with computational power
for the 2 dimensional geometries. The derivation for the porous media and its values was
developed through adaptations from other existing models [39], [41], [42].
For the model, the food drying chamber has dimensions of 50cm in length and 25cm in height.
The wire electrode was made of copper with a diameter of 0.081cm (corresponding to a 22gauge wire) and length of 30 cm. The ground electrode was an aluminum plate of dimensions
30cm in length and 1cm in thickness. The porous media is representative of a 2D slab surface of
dimensions 1cm in length by 1cm in width.
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4.4

Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Simulation

4.4.1 Fluid Flow Equations
CFD two dimensional simulations of the C-EHD system were carried out using conjugate heat
transfer, laminar and turbulent flow and electrostatics physics modules with COMSOL
Multiphysics® [39]. The governing equations of EHD are derived from Maxwell’s equations
(Eqs. 3, 4 and 5) and common fluid dynamics equations (Eqs. 1 and 2).
The fluid flow properties used for the second portion of the experiment based on laminar flow.
Due to the pressure forces, viscous forces and external forces applied by the fluid, the flow
pattern for the corona flow can be determined using the Navier-Stokes equation adapted from
COMSOL Multiphysics® [39]. The properties used relate density, dynamic viscosity, mixing
length limit, pressure and temperature can be seen below:







u 1
  (u)u    I  (   T )(u  (u )T )  F
t  p

(u )  0

(1)

(2)

Where, u is the fluid velocity, μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, P is the pressure of the
fluid, ρ is the density of the fluid and F is the external force applied on the system. The NavierStokes equation represents the conservation of momentum. Equation 2 represents, the continuity
equation which represents the conservation of mass.
4.4.2 High Voltage Equations
The current density J is composed of two main terms, the first being the local body (Eq. 3) and
the second being the convective transport of the charge (Eq. 4).
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Where,  is the vector gradient expression, J is the electric current density, Qi is the initial
charge,  , is the electrical conductivity,  o , is the electric permittivity,  r is the relative
permittivity, E is the electric field and J e is the displacement current
The electrostatics portion dictates the use of charge conservation, electric potential and space
charge density. The simulation combination for EHD flow and mass transfer is a complicated
process. The model developed is based on a combination of simplified models from COMSOL
Multiphysics® [39] and Lai and Sharma [23]. The boundary conditions for the electric potential
of the wire and ground electrodes equipotential. The Kaptzov theory is adopted to provide better
boundary conditions for the space charge density. It suggests that the electric field increases
proportionally to the corona electrode discharge below the corona onset [32].

 2V 

c
o

(5)

Where,  is the vector gradient expression, V is the electric potential governed by Poisson’s
equation[43], ρc is the space charge density equal to 476.61e-6Cm-3 and εo is the dielectric
permittivity equal to 8.85 nFm-1.
The EHD process is dependent upon the strength of the corona wind velocity which is a
combination of mass transfer rates of the liquid within the porous media. The evaporation rate of
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the water within the porous media is dependent upon the velocity of the corona wind. When air is
the working fluid the velocity is determined using the equation adapted from Singh et al. [28].

1

  2
v   o  E
 m 

(6)

Where, v the velocity (m/s) is, εo is the permittivity of the media (F/m), ρm is the mass density
of the air (kg/m3) and E is the electric field strength (V/m). It should be noted that the corona
wind velocity cannot be increased infinitely with an increase in the electric field beyond the
breakdown voltage (6 x 106 V m-1).
4.4.3 Mass Transfer Equations
To be able to quantify the amount of liquid that is transported from within the food item to the
surface of then taken away by the oncoming air flow a series of mass balance evaluations were
implemented. The main equation includes the following four terms, conduction, convection heat
generation and the energy storage term.
Equation 7a is the simplest expression for the mass transfer operations.

massin  massout  massloss  mass stored

(7a)

Equations 7b to7e represent the mass transfer equation for diffusion, the mass transfer equation
for convection and the mass lost term respectively. These equations are then substituted to
produce the final equation seen in 7f.

m ax  Q A  VA A
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(7b)

m diff   DAB A

m conv  u

C A
x

(7c)

C A
 hmass A(C( s )  C )
x

(7d)

mass lost  rA  0

(7e)

To observe the mass transfer of the liquid concentration during the EHD dehydration process the
mass transfer equation can be represented by Eq. 7f [46].

dC A
dC
 hmass A(C ( s )  C  )  D AB A A  rA
dx
dx

(7f)

Where, hmass is the convective mass transfer, Cs is the concentration of the solid, rA is the mass
lost, and D AB is the diffusivity, A is the cross-sectional area.

4.5

Results and Discussions

Numerical simulation results for the electric field generation, concentration of the vapor phase,
cross flow velocity, surface liquid phase concertation and liquid phase concentration gradient are
shown below.
4.5.1 Electric Field Strength
For developing the corona wind some key parameters taken into consideration included the
electric potential, electrode gap, current and wind velocity. The electrode potential was varied
when 5 different voltages were applied. Voltages of 1kV, 5kV, 10kV 20kV and 30kVwere
applied to observe the strength of the electric field and its impact, if any, on the air flow. The
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electrode gap sizes used were 1cm and 2cm while the current and wind velocity were 0.5mA and
1m/s respectively. Widening the electrode gap resulted an increase in the electric potential to
maintain the electric field intensity. It can be assumed that the greater the electrode gap, the
weaker the electric field intensity which can result in lesser interaction between ionized air
molecules and the porous media. A review conducted by Singh et al. [28] compared different
electrode configurations for inducing an electric wind. It was suggested that the drying rate was
highest when the electrode spacing was smallest and applied voltage was below the threshold
voltage. It can be assumed that an electrode gap of 1cm would have been most ideal for
evaporation compared to the other 2cm gap size.
Figures 49-53 demonstrates the generation of an electric field when the 5 potentials were
supplied to the wire electrode. At an electrode gap of 1 cm above the surface of the porous media
the electric field strength was greatest at the ends of the wire electrode, creating a two-point
electrode. A study conducted by Ahmedou et al. [8] demonstrated using a pin-plate electrode
configuration that the highest potential would be found towards the tip of pin electrode causing a
cascading effect. It can be assumed that the electric field would be strongest towards the center
of the cascade causing potential burning of the porous media. However, with the wire electrode
model it can be suggested that along the length of the wire there would be a more even
distribution of the electric field conducive for interaction with the porous media. as indicated by
the black and white scales as the voltage increases with the electrode gap remaining the same,
the intensity of the electric field also increases. It can be suggested that with the increase in the
electric field intensity in the presence of uniform wind pattern, there is greater possibility for
interactions between neutral air molecules and discharged ions. This phenomenon can lead to a
greater probability of corona wind formation.
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Figure 49: Electric potential and field strength
at 1kV.

Figure 50: Electric potential and field strength
at 5kV.
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Figure 51: Electric potential and field strength
at 10kV.

Figure 52: Electric potential and field strength
at 20kV.

Figure 53: Electric potential and field strength at
30kV.
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4.5.2 Velocity Profile
The wind velocity plays a crucial role in the process of electrohydrodynamic dehydration. The
faster the wind speed the less interaction is made with neutral air molecules. This study utilized
two wind speeds in the simulation, 0.5m/s and 3.0m/s. Both these speeds occur on the extreme
end of the spectrum, to examine the velocity profile that is produced. Most studies have
suggested using wind speeds between 1m/s and 2m/s. In Figs. 54-56 illustrates a flow pattern at
0.5m/s and 3.0m/s where air at 10℃ flows from the inlet and out through the outlet. The flow
used was laminar flow based on the physics module from COMSOL. Figures 54-56 demonstrates
a uniform flow pattern where air flows over the wire electrode and under the wire electrode.
Below the wire electrode the air flow velocity is reduced due to interruptions from the wire
electrode and interactions with the porous media (food substrate). At low speeds the velocity
profile shows that there is greater interaction between the air porous media. Figure 54 shows that
the greatest interaction occurred on left-hand side and top region of the porous media which
suggested that evaporation occurs more readily. Figure 55 shows a flow pattern at 3.0m/s which
indicated that the wind speed was too fast resulting in reduced interaction with porous media.
The lesser the interactions the lesser the probability for occurrence of evaporation. Figure 56
used a spherical porous media which also showed similar results. However, due its geometry
recorded a more streamline flow pattern.
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Figure 54: Surface velocity magnitude at
0.5m/s at an applied voltage of 10kV.

Figure 55: Surface velocity magnitude at
3.0m/s at an applied voltage of 10kV.

Figure 56: Surface velocity magnitude at 0.5m/s at an applied voltage of 10kV.
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4.5.3 Temperature
In the simulation the porous media has an initial temperature of 19

and is placed into the CFC.

Once the applied voltage and velocity have been established, the simulation is set to run for 2
hours. The dehydration process will go beyond 18 hours but for the experiment it is necessary to
view the temperature fluctuations during the initial stages of the dehydration process. Figures 5762 provide plots that show temperature changes as the dehydration process continues. Figures
57, 59 and 61 are taken at the 3600s (1-hour) while Figs. 58, 60, 62 are taken at the 7200s (2hour) respectively. Figs. 57-60 used a rectangular slab geometry whereas Figs. 61 and 62 used a
spherical geometry. The porosity of the geometries was kept constant. Figs 57, 58, 61and 62
used air flow velocities of 0.5m/s whereas Figs. 19 and 20 used air flow velocities at 3.0m/s.
The temperature of the air is 5℃ and has a direction flow from left to right. One trend that was
observed is that the temperature where the ionized wind makes the most contact with the porous
media became more uniform. As the wind speed increased there was a greater temperature
distribution recorded on the surface of the porous media. It can be suggested that the internal
temperature of the porous media was also becoming lowered. After 3600s, Fig. 57 recorded a
slower temperature increase compared to Fig. 15 which showed a greater temperature
distribution on the surface of the porous media. Similarly, after 7200s Fig. 60 showed a greater
temperature distribution on the porous media surface compared to the Fig. 59 after the same
period.
It was observed that Figs. 61 and 62 showed a very slow temperature distribution across the
surface of the porous media when compared to Figs. 57 and 58 after the same periods with wind
speed remaining the same. It can be suggested that the geometry plays pivotal role in the amount
of contact the spherical porous media has with the oncoming corona wind. Being spherical in
nature it provides less of an opposition as the wind can easily flow over the porous media which
is cannot necessarily do with the rectangular porous media. This causes lesser interactions
between the spherical porous media and corona wind, leading to decreased temperature
distribution.
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Figure 57: Surface temperature at 3600s at
velocity of 0.5m/s.

Figure 58: Surface temperature at 7200s at
velocity of 0.5m/s.

Figure 59: Surface temperature at 3600s at
velocity at 3.0m/s.

Figure 60: Surface temperature at7200s at
velocity of 3m/s.
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Figure 61: Surface temperature at 3600s at
velocity of 0.5m/s

Figure 62: Surface temperature at 7200s at
velocity of 0.5m/s

4.5.4 Concentration of the Liquid Phase
Figures 63-71 illustrate the concentration of the liquid phase due to interactions with the corona
wind at different periods. The formation of a vortex caused the air to flow in the opposite
direction signifying the process of forced convection. This occurred during evaporation of the
water off the surface of the porous media. Figures 63-71 show the movement of concentration of
the liquid on the surface of the substrate with time. Figures 63, 65, 67, 69 and 71 occur when the
flow rate is 0.5m/s and Figs. 64, 66, 68 and 70 occur when the flow rate is 3.0m/s. Similar, to the
analysis made in the section 5.3. The increase in the flow rate would lead to greater interactions
between the corona wind and porous media surface.
As time progresses the concentration of the liquid phase begins to decrease as the process of
evaporation becomes more dominant. It can be assumed that for evaporation to occur the ionic
wind makes contact with the substrate sub surface where the ionized air molecules disrupt the
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boundary layer and penetrate into the porous media. The electrostatic charge of the ions then
causes the water molecules to orient themselves in the direction of the electric field and migrated
to the surface of the porous media where they are removed by the oncoming wind.

Figure 63: Surface concentration of water at
0.5m/s after 100s.

Figure 64: Surface concentration of water at
3.0m/s after 100s.
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Figure 65: Surface concentration of water at
0.5m/s after 3600s.

Figure 66: Surface concentration of water at
3.0m/s after 3600s.

Figure 67: Surface concentration of water at
0.5m/s after 7200s.

Figure 68: Surface concentration of water at
3.0m/s after 7200s.
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Figure 69: Surface concentration of water at
0.5m/s after 100s.

Figure 70: Surface concentration of water at
0.5m/s after 3600s.

Figure 71: Surface concentration of water at
0.5m/s after 7200s.
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For all cases the trend observed indicates that the liquid concentration decreases from left to
right. The left side of the porous media has the first contact with the corona wind. This indicated
that evaporation will begin on the left-hand side of the porous media causing the surface
concentration gradient of the liquid phase to decrease as evaporation occurs. It was assumed that
the decrease in the concentration gradient on the left-hand side of the porous media is due to the
evaporation process taking place on the right-hand side as water moves from an area of high
water potential to an area of lower water potential. The discreet color changes representing the
concentration gradient are not even because size of the pores was not symmetrical, therefore
containing varying pockets of water.
One possible advantage of a decreased wind velocity (assuming the electrode gap remains at
1cm) would be greater contact between the electric wind and the porous media leading to an
improved evaporation rate. This assumption is confirmed in Ahmedou et al. [8] where the
experimental results concluded that at low wind velocities and a low food surface-electrode gap
the evaporation process would be enhanced.
4.5.5 Concentration of Vapor Phase
Figures 72-80 illustrate the concentration of the liquid vapor phase of the corona wind and a
surface plot of the velocity field at different time periods. Figures 72, 74, 76, 78 and 80 were
conducted at velocities of 0.5m/s whereas Figs 73, 75, 77 and 79 were conducted at velocities at
3.0m/s. An observable trend was the rate at which evaporation occurred based on the surface
value of the liquid vapor concentration. Figures 72 and 73 were conducted at 0.5m/s and 3.0m/s
respectively and an image captured after 100s. As time continues evaporation increases, however
to a greater degree in the experiments conducted at 3.0m/s as seen in Figs. 74-77. Based on
geometry selection and constant velocity of 0.5m/s it was determined that based on the three
periods, 100s, 3600s and 7200s, the evaporation rate occurred more quickly in the rectangular
shaped porous media than the spherical shaped porous media. It can be assumed that the
curvature of the sphere causes the air to flow above the porous media making little contact with
the sub surface layer, resulting in a reduced effect of the ionic wind.
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It was observed that there was a disruption of the laminar cross flow, due to the formation of a
vortex around the copper electrode; placed 1 cm above the porous media. This vortex causes the
air to flow in the opposite direction signifying that natural convection is occurring in the
evaporation process of the water off the surface of the porous media. The vortex can also cause a
disproportionate level of interaction with the porous media that can be seen in Figs. 72-80 where,
the top left corner undergoes an earlier stage of the evaporation process. As the magnitude of the
velocity field decreases, it can be assumed that the corona wind velocity decreases. One possible
advantage of a decreased wind velocity would be greater contact between the charged air
molecules and the porous media. The vapor concentration is highest to the left of the porous
media at a value of approximately 0.3mol/m-3. Due to the formation of the vortex in Fig. 56, the
water vapor concentration of the air increases in the opposite direction of the cross field. To the
right of the porous media (at 0.1mol/m-3) there is a decrease in the vapor concentration due to
cyclical motion of the vortex.
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Figure 72: Vapor Concentration at 0.5m/s after
100s.
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Figure 73: Vapor Concentration at 3.0m/s after
100s.

Figure 74: Vapor Concentration at 0.5m/s after
3600s.

Figure 75: Vapor Concentration at 3.0m/s after
3600s.

Figure 76: Vapor Concentration at 0.5m/s after
7200s.

Figure 77: Vapor Concentration at 3.0m/s after
7200s.
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Figure 78: Vapor Concentration at 0.5m/s after
100s.

Figure 80: Vapor Concentration at 0.5m/s after
7200s.
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Figure 79: Vapor Concentration at 0.5m/s after
3600s.

4.6

Conclusion

Electrohydrodynamic dehydration at low temperatures is a promising non-thermal technique to
optimize the dehydration process for perishable food items. Conventional drying methods are
energy intensive and require copious amounts of heat which can have a negative effect on
thermally sensitive food items. While this process is still being investigated the theoretical model
in COMSOL provides a template which can be used to further assess the viability of this
technique. The first trend observed shows that a vortex is formed around the electrode which
causes the corona wind to flow in the opposite direction to the normal conventional flow. The
second trend wire-based electrodes the electric field is strongest towards the ends of the
electrodes. The third trend observed indicates that as the liquid concentration within the porous
media increases the concentration gradient decreases. Further simulations and experimentations
must be carried out to better evaluate this technique.

4.7

Nomenclature

A

Cross- sectional area

Cs

Concentration of solid

cp

Specific heat, J kg . C

Dx

Difference in energy storage or release rate, W

E

Electric field strength, V/m

Ein

Energy absorbed, kJ

Eout

Energy released, kJ
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o

Dielectric permittivity, nFm-1

F

External force applied to the fluid

g

The gravitational acceleration, m/s2

h

The convective heat transfer coefficient, W m2 . C

I

Identity tensor

J

Current density, A/m2

k

The thermal conductivity, W m. C

m

Mass, kg

m

Mass flow rate, kg s

p

Fluid pressure, Pa

Q

Energy rate, W

c

Space charge density/Cm-3

r

Heat generation, kJ

T

Temperature, C

t

Elapsed time, s

u

Fluid velocity, m/s

v

Velocity, m/s
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V

Volume, m3

Greek Symbols



The thermal diffusivity, m2/s



The coefficient of volume expansion, 1/K



Difference



Density



Derivatoric stress tensor



Ambient

Subscripts

conv

Convection

f

Final

i

Initial

loss

Heat loss

m

mass

s

Solid

w

water
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
5.1

Conclusion

5.1.1 FBC-SH and FBC-SC
The thermal performance of the fin-tube baseboard convector system for space heating/cooling
(FBC-SH/ FBC-SC) was enhanced with multiple aluminum fins, where the effects based on
multiple orientations were experimentally studied in this thesis. Two types of phase change
materials with different melting temperatures including (i) paraffin wax (Tm=58℃) and (ii) RT 5
HC (Tm=5℃) were studied in the present experimental investigation. The first observed trend
was the effect of the modes of transfer during the charging and discharging processes. During the
discharging process (freezing) conduction was the main mode of heat transfer. Firstly, the PCM
began solidifying nearest to heat transfer surfaces such as the central copper pipe and fins then
moved outwards. As more of the PCM solidified, the thermal resistance increased thereby
reducing the effect of natural convection. It was found that the horizontal orientation gave the
most favorable results, i.e. faster discharging rate (400.54W and 446.57W), higher released
energy, compared to the vertical (380.71W and 380.06W) and angled orientations for the FBCSH and FBC-SC, respectively. The dominant mode of heat transfer during the charging phase
(melting) was natural convection.
As time advanced, the PCM melted causing the buoyancy force to overcome the viscous force,
forcing the warmer PCM to the surface/top region of the FBC chamber. It was found that the
horizontal orientation gave the most favorable results, i.e. faster charging rates (474.04 and
450.36W) and energy stored, compared to the vertical (396.26W and 414.57W) and angled
orientations.
In summary, the horizontal orientation provided the best results in terms of fastest heat transfer
rates during charging and discharging processes. Additionally, it recorded the least amount of
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thermal energy loss compared to the vertical orientation, which gave the slowest heat transfer
results and largest thermal energy loss for the FBC-SH and FBC-SC.
5.1.2 C-EHD
The numerical model investigated the effect of various parameters including applied voltage,
number of electrodes, cross flow speed, and electrode configuration on the dehydration porous of
a porous media (food sample). Firstly, it was observed that an increase in voltage resulted in an
increase in the intensity of the electric field, and thus a faster evaporation rate. Secondly, it was
observed that an increase in cross flow velocity lead to an increase in the evaporation rate.
Thirdly, it was observed that the rate of evaporation was faster for the slab porous media
compared to the spherical porous media suggesting that geometry of the porous media (food
samples) can influence the evaporation rate of the water. An experimental setup was designed
and developed to carry out experiments.

5.2

Future Work

5.2.1 FBC-SH and FBC-SC
Future work will focus on optimization of the following:
i.

Geometry and performing experiments on different types of heat exchanges such as pintube, concentric fins, and crimped fin heat exchanger.

ii.

Types of PCMs that could be used as thermal storage materials.

iii.

Implementation of nanoparticles.

iv.

Design and develop large scale thermal energy systems to be integrated in different
infrastructures.

5.2.2 C-EHD
Future work will focus on:
i.

Prepare experimental procedure to perform experiments to validate the numerical model.
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ii.

Further development of the numerical model to include changes in variability for multiple
sizes of porous media.

iii.

Conduct experiments to better understand the phenomenon of C-EHD dehydration.
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